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CHC Changes Mind —
NRBQ Cost too Much
by Jon Hall

Assistant Editor
The rock-fusion band NRBQ was
going to pack up its amps and gui¬
tars and head to Bates for a Short
Term concert.
But now, after a unanimous
Chase Hall Committee (CHC) vote
Thursday, March 24, the band will

At the special CHC meeting on
Thursday, the roof fell in on the
NRBQ project.
CHC President Rob Ravenelle
’84 explained that, “We decided the
risk was too great. We didn’t want to
be stuck in Short Term without any
money for other events throughout
the spring.”

I definitely see fear. They’re (CHC) afraid to try
anything new. It’s safer to have three champagne
jams and Gordie Milne twice.
—Pat Donnelly ’84

LITTLE CANADA... A classic Lewiston scene reminiscent of “the old days.” See today’s Leisure Section,
beginning on page 11. Student photo by Scarpaci.

Meets with Wife of Kazushige Hirasawa

Reynolds Returns from Japan
by Derek Anderson

News Editor
President T. Hedley Reynolds
recently returned from an allexpense-paid, fundraising and good¬
will tour of Japan. Reynolds went
on the trip after being awarded a
honorary grant from the Japan
Foundation, a group which is
largely funded by the Japanese
government.
During his two week stay, Rey¬
nolds visited Japanese universities,
industrial plants and culture centers,
and met with Bates alumni and
prominant Japanese officials.
The purpose of the trip, according
to Gina Tangney, director of devel¬
opment, was “to facilitate interna¬
tional understanding and good-will
between Japan and the United
States,” and to encourage the fund¬
ing of an endowment program at
Bates in honor of Kazushige Hiras¬
awa ’36, whom a lounge in Chase
Hall is named after.
If the funds are raised, they will be
used to establish an endowed chair
at Bates in Japanese and East Asian
Studies, possibly through theHistory
Department. Approximately $500,000
is needed to fund the program.
Reynolds said that he did not
secure direct donations during his
trip, but believed that his presence in

Japan for the two weeks may stimu¬
late the efforts to raise the necessary
funds.
Spearheading the effort is Hirasawa’s widow, who was largely respon¬
sible for arranging the details of
Reynolds’ trip. “Mrs. Hirasawa was
instrumental in organizing the itiner¬
ary and helping to make the trip a
success,” Tangney said.
In exchange for the donations
raised for the endowment, Bates will
continue its program of sponsoring
an annual scholarship for a Japa¬
nese student to study at Bates, and
will organize a periodic symposium
on issues relating to the history,
economy culture, and society of
Japan. Funds for this symposium
will be sought from private sources
and companies through a special
honorary committee and the devel¬
opment office.
This committee, known as the
American Committee currently has
a membership of ten, including
former Secretaries of State Ed Muskie ’36, and Cyrus Vance and former
Maine governor Kenneth Curtis.
In addition to his efforts in
encouraging donations for the pro¬
posed programs, Reynolds travelled
around the country, visiting a var¬
iety of sites.
Reynolds spent a large amount of

time meeting with presidents, deans,
and senior faculty members of sev¬
eral major universities in Japan,
including: the University of Tokyo,
Kyoto University, International
Christian University and the Inter¬
national Education Center, located
in Tokyo.
Also on the itinerary were visits to
the newspaper Asash Shimbun
(Continued on Page 7)

Contributing Editor
AUGUSTA—The Maine House
of Representatives reversed an ear¬
lier decision, Tuesday, concurring
with a Monday State Senate vote to
kill a bill that would have linked
eligibility for any state aid program
to federal draft registration.
The Senate voted 22 to 8 Monday
to go against the bill, given prelimi¬
nary approval in the House last
Thursday by an 84 to 52 margin. On
Tuesday the House concurred with
the Senate view without further
debating the bill.
The bill, sponsored by Represen¬

tative Gerard Lehoux (R) of Biddeford, proposed linking federal draft
registration to eligibilty for any state
program designated by the gover¬
nor, possibly including state student
aid.
“I think they were surprised by the
kind of heat we gave them,” noted
Representative Fred Brodeur (D) of
Auburn, an opponent of the bill.
Brodeur, an avowed pacifist,
argued that the draft encourages war
and that the sole purpose of registra¬
tion was readiness for a draft. He
also noted, in last Thursday’s House
debate, that the bill would force
administrators of all state funds and

According to Ravenelle, money
was the biggest factor for the com¬
mittee’s decision. Because the cam¬
pus population is significantly
reduced during Short-Term, he feels
that the extra expense would be too
great a burden.
“We weren’t being told everything
we should have known. We tried to
research. If we thought we’d get a big
crowd from Bowdoin and Colby
we’d go for it. Our sources said that
we would be pushing ourselves,”
Ravenelle said.
In addition, CHC members felt
that there would be too great a secu¬
rity burden with the number of offcampus people that would go to the
concert.
Pat Donnelly ’84 is treasurer of
the C A. “I definitely see fear. They’re
afraid to try anything new. It’s safer
to have three champagne jams and
(Continued on Page 4)

Mixed Impressions of Honor Code
by Julie Vallone

Senior Reporter
“Why do we need an honor code
anyway? Why is it necessary that we
move this massive body of rules into
operation... I don’t understand the
philosophical basis behind it.”
The question posed by Tim Lea
’83 served as the basis for discussion
at an honor code forum held last
Friday in Skelton Lounge.
In addition to the members of the
Educational Policy Committee,
who drafted the code, the meeting
was attended by Dean of the College
James W. Carignan, and several
faculty members and students.
The purpose of the forum, accord¬
ing to Simantha Costello of the

State Legislature Kills Registration-Aid Bill
by Scott A. Damon

not be coming to the college.
About five weeks ago, Diane Olivera ’85 and Pat Donnelly ’84 of the
Campus Association (CA) enthusi¬
astically contacted an agent for
NRBQ. The cost was to be $5000
“tops,” the agent said.
“I made a motion that we allot
$3500 from the second semester
budget and $1000 from the Short
Term budget,” Olivera said. The
motion passed, and it seemed that
the school would have a name band
this spring.
The agent later informed Olivera
that sound and lighting expenses
would cost more than expected. The
total cost would now come to $6200,
the agent said.
“I had the contracts,” Olivera
said, “and I was just about to sign
them. I came so close. I finally told
the CHC [on the Monday, March 21
CHC meeting] we’re going to have
to make a decision right now.”

programs to consider draft registra¬
tion and argued that this created an
unnecessary bureaucratic mess.
The bill came out of a joint
House-Senate committee with no
recommendation early last week
and was returned to the House,
which approved it Thursday after
tabling it Wednesday.
After the defeat in the Senate the
bill went back to the House, which
rejected it without debate. “I think
they didn’t want to take it on any
more because they didn’t want to
face the attack,” said Brodeur,
adding that the bill’s supporters were
also aware that the Senate was
unlikely to reverse itself.

EPC was to “present ideas and
concepts that will help the members
of the community understand the
role of an honor code in this
community.”
“It seems to me,” said.Carignan in
response to Lea’s question, “that the
reason one has an honor code is that
when you move from secondary
school to college, you’re making that
move from being an involuntary
learner, where the law says you have
to be there, to a voluntary one.
“You voluntarily associate your¬
self in the business of learning. The
honor code becomes a mechanism
for affirming that association
dramatically.”
Carignan cited that the code
would serve “to greet people enter¬
ing the community with an attitude
of academic honesty and to articu¬
late that attitude forcefully.”
Other members of the EPC indi¬
cated that reasons for drafting the
code included a perceived inconsis¬
tency in the actions of the Student
Conduct Committee, and with disci¬
plinary policies in general.
Lea explained that he could not
see how the Honor Board, provided
for in the code, would function any
differently than the present Student
Conduct Committee.
He added that, due to the wording
in some sections of the text, the code
to him seemed “more based on fear
and suspicion than community
trust.”

“I know that it might seem like
we’re just taking the Student Con¬
duct Committee and calling it an
honor board,” responded EPC
member James Tobin, “but the
important thing is that it involves a
whole change in philosophy. This
code is a seed that we’re going to
plant. Students will be taking the
responsibility for their own actions,
and for the actions of others.”
Committee member Bruce Perry
tried to explain the reason for the
EPC’s use of the word “duty” in sec¬
tions about upholding honor code
standards.
“There are certain parts left to
your own sense of honor. You are
not bound legally to turn someone
in... we are making it more of a
moral dilemma.”
Early in the discussion Steve
Stone ’83 said he felt that in order for
the Code’s philosophy “to become
deeply imbedded in the student
psyche,” it must be an operation
completely controlled by students.
He added that, in his view, faculty
participation “should be restricted
to more an advisory basis.”
Citing that the inclusion of the
faculty in membership of the honor
board would create an “us-them’
situation, Stone recommended that
the philosophy be placed purely in
terms of the student community.
“To become part of the Bates
(Continued on Page 4)
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Soviets Criticize Reagan’s New Nuclear Proposal
MOSCOW (DPI)—The Soviet
Union said Thursday President
Reagan's latest nuclear arms pro¬
posal was a negotiating ploy and
could not pla\ a "constructive role”
in the Geneva negotiations.
1 he comment by the Novosti
news agenc\ was one of several
negative reactions to Reagan’s
oiler to install fewer NATO mis¬
siles in West Purope if the Soviets
cut back on their existing nuclear
arsenal.
Soviet foreign Minister Andrei
Gromyko', who was recently
named first deputy premier, was
expected to make the Kremlin’s
authoritative response at a rare
press conference set for Saturday.
The Novosti commentary said
the Reagan proposal "is being pres¬
ented to the public as well-nigh a
great sacrifice” while it actually
“enables the Pentagon to achieve
its aim in stages.”
The ITS. aim was identified as
the original “zero option” proposed
by Reagan in November 1981.
” The time and manner in which

President Reagan delivered his
intermediate proposal on Europebased nuclear weapons as well as
its content suggest the conclusion
that he addressed it more to the
governments of West European
countries than to the Soviet
partner in the Geneva negotia¬
tions,” Novosti said.
” I here is every indication that
the proposal is meant to pacify the
public and prevent a new upsurge
ol protest against the deployment
of U.S. nuclear missiles in Western
Europe.” Novosti said.
" I his proposal can hardlv play a
constructive role at the talks
because it does not guaranteee for
the Sovet Union and and the
whole of Europe the same level of
security as it does for the United
States." Novosti said.
Other commentaries said any
agreement would have to take into
account French and British rockets
along with U.S. airplane-and
submarine-based weapons.
Radio Moscow said it was not
the number of missiles that was

important, but “the idea of export¬
ing U.S. missiles to the Soviet
doorstep.”
While the radio commentary
was negative in tone, it refrained
from rejecting the U.S. proposal
outright.
Calling it a “pseudo-new initia¬
tive,” commentator Igor Dmitrev
said the ideas were “not as fresh as
one would think they are.”
He said they were a “new wrap¬
ping” for Reagan’s
"notorious
zero-option plan.” which has been

CAPE CANAVERAL, Fla.
(UPI)--The countdown for the
space shuttle Challenger proceeded
smoothly through its second day
Thursday but officials said weather
might be "touch and go” for the
spaceplane’s maiden launch Mon¬
day.
An early morning storm pelted
the Challenger at its Oceanside
launch pad, where it awaits a 1:30
p.m. EST blastoff Monday on its

Dateline: Lewiston
Lewiston Pledges $3.1 Million for IJMaine
years at the state prison for the
manslaughter of another Lewiston
man. The incident occurred last Sep¬
tember on lower Lisbon Street.
Landing was found guilty last
month in the stabbing death of his
victim, 21 year old Paul Levesque.
UNEMPLOYMENT JUMPED
.6 percent in February in the
Lewiston-Auburn area. The jobless
rate, now at 11.6 percent, is above
both the state and national levels of
10.9 percent and 11.3 percent,
respectively.
A BUFFALO, N.Y. engineering
firm was the first to get a hearing

from the Lewiston Hydro Consul¬
tant Selection Committee, which is
in charge of possible hydroelectric
development in the city. After a firm
has been selected to begin the work,
hydroelectric development along the
Androscoggin may commence.
AN
AUBURN
MAN
was
awarded $32,500 for his injuries in a
car accident 4 years ago which frac¬
tured his spine. Morris Greenleaf
was awarded the sum by a jury in
Androscoggin
Superior Court,
which found the drivers of both cars
that hit Morris negligent in the
incident.

World News Capsules
compiled by Jamie Merisotis, staff reporter

Sheriffs Car was Negligent in Deaths
A CALIFORNIA HIGHWAY
PATROL investigation team has
concluded that a Mariposa County
Sheriffs car, driven by Sergeant
Roderick Sinclair, was negligent in
the death of 3 Secret Service agents,
killed during a crash between the
Sheriffs car and two Secret Service
vehicles. The investigation team
found that the car Sinclair was driv¬
ing was travelling in excess of 75
mph and that it had crossed the cen¬
ter line in the road at the time of the
crash.
FRANCIS X. DEVIN and Wil¬
liam M. Joyce, of Dorchester,
Mass., were found guilty of mans¬
laughter Tuesday in the death of an
MBTA maintenance worker. The
two are among 5 whites charged
with the death of William Atkinson,
a black Dorchester man, who was
chased by the group and eventually
struck by a train at the Savin Hill
MBTA station.
NEW ENGLAND ELECTRIC
SYSTEM, one of the largest owners
of the Seabrook nuclear plants, is
selling its share in the Seabrook II
plant. The company cited construc¬
tion costs, fuel prices, and customer
load growth as the primary reasons
for its decision to back out. Public
Service Company of New Hamp¬
shire, the largest share holder in the

project, said it will block any move
to delay or cancel the plant.
THE BRITISH OPPOSITION
Labor Party spelled out its platform
for the next general election, calling
for a cancellation of nuclear weapon
plans, curbing unemployment, and
withdrawing from the European
Economic Community. The plan,
revealed this week, is the only one
which “offers a nuclear-free defense
policy,” according to party leader
Michael Foot.
ROMAN CATHOLIC BISHOPS
in Zimbabwe have accused govern¬
ment soldiers of maiming and killing
“hundreds of people” in their search
for dissidents in the province of
Matabeland. The dissidents are the
remaining followers of exiled leader
Joshua Nkomo.
TWENTY SEVEN DEPUTIES
of the Greens Party assumed their
positions in the West German Parli¬
ament this week, marking the first
time that the anti-nuclear group had
attained enough votes in order to be
seated. Many of the new deputies
arrived for their first day of work
dressed in sneakers and jeans, and
several of them planted flowers in
the chamber to symbolize their con¬
cern for environmental issues.
A 100-SQUARE-MILE oil slick
from Iran is floating closer toward

In a report from Washington,
the official Tass news agency said
the proposals met with criticism in
the U.S. press despite "noisy pub¬
licity on the part of Washington
officials."
A separate statement by Maj.Cien. Yuri Lebedev, a Defense
Ministry spokesman, said there
was no basis to NATO claims for

exempting French and British
nuclear missiles, planes and subma¬
rines from the Geneva talks on
medium-range weapons.
" I he attempts to compel us to
ignore these weapons and to com¬
pare Soviet nuclear forces with
U S. European-based armaments
alone arc aimed at insuring for
NATO a military advantage over
the Warsaw Pact with the help of
the forces belonging to U.S. allies.”
he said.

Weather May Postpone Shuttle Launch

___compiled by Jamie Merisotis, staff reporter__

LEWISTON CITY OFFICIALS,
moving toward a possible University
of Maine at Lewiston campus,
impressed the college’s Board of
Trustees Monday night with a pres¬
entation of the city’s plans for the
school. The city has promised $3.1
million to help renovate the old
Peck’s Department Store on Main
Street, while Governor Joseph Bren¬
nan has pledged $2 million in state
aid. The Trustees have expressed
concern over spreading the campus
out over too many cities, and about
the costs for such a project.
THOMAS LANDING, 23, of
Lewiston, was sentenced to 7 1/2

rejected by Soviet leaders as
demanding unilateral disarma¬
ment.

several Persian Gulf countries, rais¬
ing both environmental and ecologi¬
cal issues. In immediate danger is the
island nation of Bahrain, which
could be engulfed by the slick unless
prompt action is taken. The slick is
the result of gushing wells which
were bombed by the Iraqi air force
recently.
A MARINE HELICOPTER en
route from North Carolina to Cali¬
fornia crashed Monday night killing
six marines and Critically injuring
one.
Marine spokesmen have
declined comment on the incident.
A
YUGOSLAVIAN
POET
began serving a one year jail sen¬
tence this week for “dishonoring the
memory of the late President Tito.”
Gojko Djogo, winner of several liter¬
ary awards, was sentenced for insult¬
ing Yugoslavian leadership in his
book entitled “Woolen Times.”
THE LEASING OF 2.8 million
acres of land off the Georges Bank
fishing grounds was called off Mon¬
day night after a federal judge ruled
that Interior Secretary James Watt
may have violated laws controlling
the environment. The sale of the
land, scheduled to begin Tuesday,
was halted until a full investigation
begins.

often-delayed inaugural mission,
but the rain subsided and skies par¬
tially cleared by midday.
"The rain will present no prob¬
lem to the countdown,” said space
center spokesman Rocky Raab.
NASA officials voiced concern,
however, about weather for the
launch of America’s newest rocketship on its five-day mission.
“It’s in the touch-and-go realm,”
said Don Phillips, chief of inte¬
grated test operations. "We’re
going to have to have some good
luck in the weather area.”
The long-range weather forecast
calls for a frontal system to move
through central Florida late Satur¬
day or early Sunday. Mostly clear
skies are forecast for Monday, but
another front is to arrive in the
area Tuesday.
Phillips said if weather forces a
countdown delay before the spaceplane is fueled Monday, the launch
could be rescheduled for Tuesday
at 1:30 p.m.
“If (the weather) is a marginal
thing, we could hold there rather
indefinitely,’’ said Phillips.
Launch crews conducting the
shuttle’s 93-hour countdown cleared
a major hurdle Thursday, the purg¬
ing of gas lines that supply oxygen
and hydrogen to the orbiter’s fuel
cells.

"It’s been relatively smooth,"
said Phillips of the countdown.
"It’s going much smoother than the
first mission of the Columbia.”
Columbia flew the first five shut¬
tle missions, and is being modified
for the first Spacelab mission in
September.
The Challenger’s mission in¬
cludes the launching of a giant
tracking satellite and the first shut¬
tle spacewalk. The Challenger is
scheduled to land at Edwards Air
Force Base, Calif., at 1:49 p.m.
Saturday, April 9.
At the Johnson Space Center in
Houston, the four astronauts who
will fly Challenger on its first mis¬
sion into space practiced launches
and aborts in a shuttle simulator.
Paul Weitz, Karol Bobko,
Donald Peterson and Story Musgrave will continue work in the
simulator Friday before flying to
the launch site late Friday.
During the Easter weekend, the
crew will undergo final briefings
and relax.
Challenger, a lighter more pow¬
erful model of the Columbia, was
originally scheduled to blast off on
its first space voyage Jan. 20. But a
series of hydrogen leaks from the
orbiter’s three new, main engines
forced postponement.

5c-a-Gallon Gas
Tax Takes Effect
WASHINGTON (UPl)-The extra
nickel-a-gallon gasoline tax takes
effect Friday, but industry spokes¬
men predict motorists will hardly
feel the increase because the price
at the pumps has been dropping
over the past year.
A spot check of motorists Thurs¬
day morning revealed that most
had filled up in the past 36 hours
or intended to do so. Those who
had said they found no lines.
Vic Rasheed, executive director
of the 60,000-member Service Sta¬
tion Dealers of America, said he
expected longer lines Thursday
evening and that most stations
would raise their prices Friday.
Congress approved the tax,
effective April I, to provide funds
for highway and bridge construc¬
tion and repairs and create jobs, at
an estimated cost of $30 a year to
the typical motorist. Of the 5 cents
a gallon, 4 cents will go for high¬
ways and 1 cent for mass transit.
Rasheed predicted the in-crease
will not affect the volume of sales,
because the price of gasoline has
dropped about 15 cents a gallon in
the past year and motorists have
cut back their driving as much as
they can.
“They’re prepared to pay their
way,” Rasheed said. “I think
motorists realize they’ve had a
pretty good ride as far as gasoline
prices go and 1 don’t think anyone

expected them (low prices) to last
forever.”
Rasheed said the main reason
the dealers will pass on the tax
increase is that they have the low¬
est profit margins in history, and
85,000 of the nation’s 226,000 ser¬
vice stations in 1974 have gone out
of business.
The American Petroleum In¬
stitute, however, said intensifying
competition among gasoline who¬
lesalers and retailers is likely to
dampen the expected price rise.
In an analysis paper, the insti¬
tute’s economists noted the higher
margins of many gasoline dealers
and refiners last year “suggest the
motor fuel industry might be able
to absorb a portion, even a large
portion of the nickel increase.”
They said gasoline price hikes
stemming from the tax increase
may not show up at the pump until
after October when the tax “could
result in rising prices for motor
fuels in late 1983 and 1984 as the
long-run burden is shifted to
consumers.”
Norm Nicholson, marketing vice
president of the Ohio-based Mara¬
thon Oil Co. said he expects
greatly
intensified competition
among gasoline retailers in the next
few years.
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The Dartmouth Review:
Pushing Forward a Message of Conservativism
issues, that The Review tries to
“Some of us be gettin’ into Ivy
by Jon Hall
address.”
Assistant Editor
schools from the inner city, even
Although it may be boring, Editor
Almost everybody is talking do we no bustin’ our gizzards doin’
Hutensky defends his newspaper as
work,” it said.
about The Dartmouth Review.
a different sort of newspaper than
From Ronald Reagan to ABC
Cattan’s, with more responsibility to
“Nightline” to The New York Times,
the campus.
The Dartmouth Review has been
IN THE WAKE OF REVIEW
‘'The Dartmouth has a different
the topic of conversation. The news¬ stories, columns, and editorials,
purpose
than The Review. Our first
paper, published by students at some strange things have happened.
responsibility
is to cover the news
Dartmouth College in Hanover, An administrator at the college actu¬
on-campus. They don’t have that
NH, has been called bigoted, fascist, ally bit one of the founders of The
responsibility, so they h ave a lot of
elitist, ultra-conservative, and “an Review. In addition, Cattan said
leeway.
We strive to cover all the
impressive newspaper.”
that, “Cole tried to attack one of our
news, and some of it may be boring
William Cattan, editor-in-chief of staff writers in her dorm room.”
to some people. The Review can
The Review, said that, “President
Cattan, a senior history major
afford
to pick and choose their arti¬
Reagan has praised the newspaper. from Cos Cob, CT, has been editor
cles,”
Hutensky
said.
He wrote to us, saying ‘I must say it’s of The Review since spring of last
He says that while The Review
an impressive newspaper... Let’s year. He has weathered the adverse
centers on a politically conservative
hope your fine efforts will be con¬ publicity, the press interviews, and
slant, The Dartmouth centers
tinued elsewhere.’”
the rest of the attention, in good
around an old-fashioned love for
The Review is a child of the new form.
journalism.
Because they don’t have
age of conservatism present in the
“Above all else, the newspaper is
the
same
political
unity On their edi¬
US. The paper is an independent quality journalism. We indulge in
I don’t think we’re ultra-conservative. The news¬ torial board, there is not the same
operation, supported by indepen¬ satire; it is an effective political
paper has been labelled as part of the Reagan revoluti¬ sort of editorial whole-hearted
dent and foundation contributions, weapon.
enthusiasm behind separate issues
“However, our main focus is on on... We certainly haven’t resisted that label.
advertising revenues, subscriptions,
seems to be present at The
and possibly by an unclear connec¬ ‘things educational.’ We are con¬
William Cattan that
Review.
cerned about the quality of educa¬
tion with The National Review.
“Will [Cattan] should look at
The paper is a unique entity, in tion at Dartmouth. This discussion tional” has led The Review into movement in a loud and clear voice.
some
of our editorials,” Hutensky
“On
most
things,
I
disagree
with
“things
political”
is
the
Women’s
that it is an underground newspaper brings us into political arguments as
them. I disagree with their tactics. I said. “Our editorials aren’t bent on
above-ground. It is not an official well, but politics is not our main Studies Department at Dartmouth.
often feel that equal rights is not the same conservative slant. We
Dartmouth publication, and the col¬ focus,” Cattan said.
According to
Cattan, “the what they’re up to. They are anti¬ came out on the ROTC program
lege has tried for years to remove the
The Review is certainly viewed as Women’s StudiesDepartment should family and anti-male,” Cattan said. issue, and have been widely critic¬
Dartmouth name from its mast
an extreme political entity by most be phased out. Basically, it is a politi¬
ized for our stand. We have also
head.
interested in the paper, pro or con. cal department rather than an aca¬
ANOTHER
MAJOR
BONE
of
been critical of the student govern¬
Yet, The Review is published by
“Ultra-conservative seems to be a demic one,” he said.
contention with The Review is its ment,” Hutensky said.
students for students. Cattan claims
favorite characterization.
“It’s a bit like looking into the propensity to pick fights with indi¬
a 94 percent readership, and over
A DIFFERENT PICTURE is
“No, I don’t think we’re ultra¬ wrong end of a telescope. Rather viduals, especially professors, in its
1,700 alumni subscriptions. That’s
conservative,” Cattan argues. “The than broadening the student’s out¬ stated goal of improving educa¬ emerging here. Although the fascist,
not bad for an unofficial newspaper.
newspaper has been labelled as part look, these courses are narrowing. tional life at the school. The piece on racist labels remain prominent, the
paper is a satirical, funny newspaper
Cole is a prime example.
SO WHAT IS EVERYBODY
‘When better women are made, Dartmouth men will William
“Bill Cole is nobody’s idea of a with serious goals. Even the editor of
talking about? Flipping through the make them.’
great professor. The college isn’t the official student newspaper
pages of The Review yields a surpris¬
supporting him. The article wasn’t a admits that they have “quality stuff.”
__
Review
anonymous
saying.
ing amount of “everyday” news¬
When Cattan sees something
nasty one. The story we presented
paper features. There are stories on
wrong
at Dartmouth, his paper
was factual in every way,” Cattan
Dartmouth news, editorials, letters,
said. “The guy is emblematic of the leaps to the attack. The one-liners,
columns, ads (a lot of ads), and a
worst things the sixties did to the satire, the front page photos, and sports section.
the rest of the “objectionable” cover¬
education.”
What is different about The Re¬
age are weapons used in the attack.
view is its treatment of the news.
Brad Hutensky is a junior at the
Herein lies the difference between
There is no attempt to hide their
college, and editor of The Dart¬ The Review and any other college
views under a veil of unbiased jour¬
mouth. He said that “their descrip¬ newspaper. The editorial page is
nalistic integrity.
tion of the MusicDepartment chair practically expanded throughout
“A lot of you are racist
In the Jan. 17, 1983 edition of
as a scruffy, used brillo pad certainly the paper. Cattan says that he, and
or sexist or out to
the weekly, there is a front page
lunch. Rut that’s your
wasn’t constructive. If they had The Review are just being more hon¬
photo of a music professor, Wil¬
problem, not mine!’
interviewed him and taken out the est than the rest.
liam Cole. He has a quote coming
rdsay that 10 to 15 percent of the things that they write
from his mouth in a cartoon-like
form; one could guess that the
are. damaging and vindictive. This punishes their
words might not be particularly
reputation.
More Antics p.IO
flattering to Cole.
__Brad Hutensky
The one-liners inscribed through¬
out the paper have been labelled as
unnecessary exaggeration, it would
“The Boston Globe and The New
offensive, and bigoted. For in¬
have been a good article.
York Times have just as much of an
stance: “When better women are
; Trustee’s
“They brought race into it as well. editorial view on things as we do.
made, Dartmouth men will make
commit
It was wrong to take excerpts from a You can see it in their news articles,
them. —Anonymous saying.”
j $10 Million
class lecture and print them out of by what they choose to cover and
The following was written about
» to Expand
context. I don’t consider that a front how they cover the news. We don’t
Professor Cole, by sophomore staff
| Dartmouth
page story,” Hutensky added.
try to hide the fact that we’re giving
writer Laura Ingraham:
l Computing
However Hutensky, as the editor our perspective on things,” Cattan
"Cole is a lean, scruffy fellow,
-*►• 7
of “the competition,” takes a rather said.
‘looks like a used Brillo pad,’ in the
tolerant stand concerning The
words of one student... A goodly
To Cattan, this editorial differ¬
Review. While Cattan calls The
number of Cole’s students are
Dartmouth “a campus bulletin ence does not slight the ultimate goal
black. Some allege that these are
board with a moderately liberal edi¬ of a newspaper: good and accurate
in
‘affirmative action’ kids looking for
torial slant” and “purely boring,” jounalism.
a gut course they can handle”
“Clearly what we do qualifies as
Hutensky says that “it’s certainly
It is unattributed quotes like
Author and Humorist R Emmtn Tyrrell
good for the campus to have a con¬ journalism... quality journalism. It
these that have lead to allegations
servative newspaper. A lot of their is packaged in such a way so as to be
of racism from liberals on and offattractive to undergraduates. We
stuff is high quality journalism.”
campus. At times, the allegations
have got to make our newspaper
have more blatant foundations of
spicy and attractive, and also accu¬
Hutensky said that about 10 to 15 rate,” Cattan said.
information to draw upon.
of the Reagan revolution, and this is Only women authors are studied, percent of The Review’s content is
In March, 1982, The Review set
(Continued on Page 7)
partially true. We certainly haven’t for example. This is ridiculous,” Cat¬ “damaging and vindictive, [which]
out to stop Dartmouth’s affirma¬
punishes their reputation.”
resisted that label. We are one aspect tan said.
tive action program. In one
(Ed. Note: William Cattan will be
Cattan claims that he is definitely
In addition, Cattan claims that speaking here Monday at 8 p.m. in
of the conservative mood in the
column, entitled “Dis sho’ ain’t no
for equal rights; he does, however, The Dartmouth doesn’t “hit the Chase Lounge)
country.”
jive, bro,” the columnist jeered the
One area in which “things educa¬ voice his opinions on the feminist tougher issues, the more important
following words:

lie Dartmouth iScuicu

i
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Honor Code Forum Addresses Student - Faculty Concerns
(Continued from Page 1)
character,” he said, “I think it has to
be student run, and I don’t see a
disadvantage to that approach.”
Costello said that the philosophy
of the Code was intended to emphas¬
ize the sharing of the entire commu¬
nity in upholding its values, and
added that the drafting of the code
involved much imput from the
faculty, as well as from students. The
faculty, she said, should have the
same kind of responsibility as the
students.
The focus of the discussion then
shifted to the question of “turning
someone in” in order to uphold the
standards of the code.
One conflict that Stone pointed
out involved a situation in which one
confidentially confessed to another
student that he had violated the
code, relating all extenuating cir¬
cumstances which compelled him to
act in such a manner.
“In many situations, you, out of a
sense of confidence, will not be will¬
ing to turn someone in,” Stone said,
“I don’t think the Honor Code
should stipulate that you should
turn that person in. It should be left
to choice.”
To this Carignan replied that he
did not feel it was right for one stu¬
dent to go without penalty simply
because he had revealed his viola¬
tion to another student in
confidence.
EPC member Colleen Quint
a ided that the Honor Board “would
by no means be so rigid that it can’t
take into account extenuating
circumstances.”
Chris Kohler ’85 commented that
although he himself was in favor of
upholding the standards of the code,
he was unsure of what he would do if
approached by a friend in
confidence.
“It seems to me that it’s sort of
contradictory to have this blurring
of the issue, this vague unison of
academic honesty with community
responsibility. If the primary goal is
one of community responsibility, I
don’t think you can stipulate that
someone turn the other person in,”
Kohler said.

Perry then explained that the sys¬
tem would not be one like that used
at West Point, where a student is
legally required to report incidents
of violation, or else themselves be
subject to penalty. Relating the issue
to the problem of widespread bys¬
tander apathy, Perry said the code
would make it harder to just stand
back and watch someone cheat.
Comments then centered on the
issue of including the upholding of
social standards, as well as aca¬
demic, within the code.
“By whose standards are these
people judged guilty or not guilty”
asked Lea, “The academic parts of
the code are clearly laid out, but the
social aspects are very undefined.”
“Honesty is honesty,” responded
committee member Dan Macdo¬
nald, “you can’t separate the two.
Just because you can more clearly
spell out academic honesty doesn’t
mean you shouldn’t try to spell out
social honesty.”
Other members added that it
would be impossible to foresee every
type of incident that would be con¬
sidered. Such issues, they said,
would have to be developed with the
situations involved.
Professor Robert Chute expressed
his disapproval of the fact that stu¬
dents of the college can commit
crimes in the city and not be subject
to the same penalties as the citizens
in the community. Student offend¬
ers, he said, would be more apt to be
placed before the Student Conduct
Committee than before the Lewis¬
ton authorities.
“A lot of faculty members agree
that a convicted felon could easily
graduate cum laude without being
penalized,” he said.
Chute added that the requirement
that all members of the community
act in accordance with good will was
ambiguous, saying that social
aspects of an honor code would have
to be “built in such a way that it will
stand in front of a community of bad
will” as well.
“I as a student wouldn’t want to
commit myself to indefinite, vague
standards of social conduct,” Carig¬
nan said, “I’m not sure that college is
a place where we should have long
statutes that define social behavior.”

The Second Annual
Student - Alumni
Phonathons

At Bates

May 8 * 12
Skelton Lounge

EPC member Doug MacLeod
explained that in drafting the code,
the committee could not see “how
we could have great academic condi¬
tions with bad social conditions
around us.” To this, Lea responded
that he did not think the code would
“irradicate such behavior.”
The pervading question became
one of “by whose standard do we
define social honor.”
Rita Provatas ’83 brought up the
recent GSA controversy as an exam¬
ple of the dangers of using the stan¬
dards of a majority as a basis for
what is or is not socially honorable.
“What if they consider immorality
to be anything that anyone feels is
unacceptable,” she asked, “Would
they take someone like Phil Craw-

ford before the honor board?”
Kohler cited the problem of hav¬
ing changing standards of morality
over time.
“What we’re doing here, as stu¬
dents, is blurring two different sanc¬
tions putting moral sanction inside
of legal sanctions,” he added.
The academic honor code is prob¬
ably a good idea,” said Lea, “That
side is really well dealt with. The
social side though is what you would
have trouble convincing people to
accept.”
MacLeod reitterated that the
EPC was not on a “crusade to pass
the honor code. It’s not our honor
code that we’re going to defend to
the death.
“There’s a fear that people might

think of us as dictating that we will
have this code. We’re really just try¬
ing to plant the seeds. If the student
and faculty want a code, they’ll have
something to start from.”
“What’s really important,” Cos¬
tello added, “is not the little individ¬
ual parts at the onset, but it’s
presenting the philosophy as the
kind we want Bates to uphold.”
Carignan concluded with an
acknowledgement of his support for
an honor code.
“I’ve long been trying to get peo¬
ple to bring the idea to the point
where it is today,” he said, “It needs
work, but it’s an important step in
the right direction, in reflecting and
affirming the maturity that we have
here.”

CHC Says No to NRBQ
(Continued from Page 1)
Gordie Milne twice.
“There is definitely money here to
have the concert. CHC went right
out the back door.”
The “money” that Donnelly
referred to' is the possibility of co¬
sponsorship. When costs rise, organ¬

was in on the quad party. We wer¬
en’t aware, however, that the RA
would be willing to help,” he said.
In addition, Ravenelle said that
there was “at least a 50 percent
chance” that the CHC would have
voted to hold its funding commit¬
ment ($4500) had another organiza¬

/ would just like not to deal with Chase Hall
anymore. I think they’ll do the same thing they have
done in past Short Terms.
—Diane Olivera ’85
izations often try to share the
expense by co-sponsorship.
“There was absolutely no discus¬
sion for co-sponsorship. The CHC
had a shot to do something new. I
have talked to (RA President) Fred
Turkington, and he said that the RA
(Representative Assembly) would
have seriously considered a co¬
sponsorship,” Donnelly said.

tion come in to co-sponsor.
“I think that the campus would
have liked one big event... some¬
thing new and different,” Olivera
said.
“I found it very frustrating. They
had given me the go-ahead. This is a
pretty serious matter when you get
involved with agents. It certainly
didn’t make the committee look
good,” Olivera added.

Ravenelle responded to these
charges by claiming that “the CHC
is not used to going to other groups
for money. Most groups come to us
for funding. But this does not mean
that we’d never consider it.
“I wasn’t aware of co-sponsorship
as an alternative. I knew that the CA

There was some concern with
legal problems earlier this week.
However, because the contract was
only implied, and had not actually
been signed, the agent said that “she
understood.”
Donnelly said that there still is a
possibility that the agent will charge

a fee for her time, but that it is not
likely.
Ravenelle, meanwhile, is working
for a better CHC reputation. “I am
pushing the directors to come up
with new. and different ideas totally
different ideas.”
He mentioned the possibility of
theme parties with contests as an
added attraction. Personally, he
admits that a name band like NRBQ
would have helped CHC’s reputa¬
tion, and that he would have liked to
see them come to the college.
“But, I have to agree with the
committee,” he said.
Pat Donnelly has not given up the
fight for a different sort of Short
Term this year. “As it is, it looks like
the CA will possibly bring Living¬
ston Taylor to Bates for a free out¬
door concert. The CA hasn’t backed
out on trying something new,” he
said.
Ravenelle said that the CHC
would be willing to support the CA,
both financially and practically, in
this project.
Through these changes, Olivera
remains skeptical.
“I would just like to not deal with
Chase Hall anymore. I think they’ll
do the same thing they have done in
past Short Terms,” she said.
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From Net-Ball to Track, Camille McKayle
has made a Smooth Transition
By Lissa Bass

Senior Reporter
When Camille McKayle left
Jamaica in 1979 and moved to
Brooklyn, New York, she knew she
wouldn’t be playing much net-ball.
Net-ball is a kind of European
basketball, except it’s much faster,
because the players cannot dribble.
They have three seconds to pass the
ball, and they shoot just like
basketball, except the net has no
backboard.
It’s an exciting game, she says, but
they don’t play it over here.
Instead, McKayle decided to
become a track star.
The sophomore math major,
since coming to Bates, held the
record last year in the 300m run,
before senior Donna Broadway
took that honor away. She also runs
the 60m, 200m, 400m, and 600m.
And this spring she will try her hand
at the 400m hurdles as well.
McKayle doesn’t run cross¬
country in the fall, however. For the
last two years she has been on the
varsity soccer team, and she says
that she really can’t decide which
sport she likes better.

“They are two very different
things,” she said. “One, even though
you’re on a team, is very individual. I
like them both,” she went on, “and
the reason I don’t run cross-country
in the fall is because I know I can run
indoor in the winter, and that let s
me play soccer.”
McKayle occasionally partici¬
pates in the long jump at meets, and
is looking forward to the hurdles this
spring. “It seems like it should be
fun,” she commented. “It’s different
from running and my coach’s
philosophy is that it (the 400m
hurdles) will make me appreciate the
400m open more.”
She runs track fora reason similar
to many other Bates athletes. She
said that “it’s a need to do something
besides go to classes and do ‘brain
work.’
“Every time I get injured I say ‘I’m
not going back, I’m not going back,’
but I always do because it’s really
something I need,” McKayle
commented.
Since she has been at Bates
McKayle has been successful on the

academic track as well.
As a freshman she was named a
Dana Scholar, and she is currently a
pre-med student. She doesn’t really
want to be a practicing physician,
however, she wants to go into
research.
“I want to go into genetic
research,” McKayle said, “because it
seems there are a lot of things we
don’t know about people that we
should, and I find that interesting.”
A graduate of Canarsie High
School in Brooklyn, McKayle ran
varsity track, and was named a
Regent Scholar in her senior year. In
Jamaica she played net-ball, ran
track, and also played field hockey.
When applying to college, Bates
stood alone in her field of choices.
“I applied to a lot of big schools
and this was the only small school,”
McKayle said. “Then I started
thinking that maybe I should go to a
small school , even if just for a year,
to settle down and not get lost. Then
I visited here and I really liked it.
“It’s a big change from New York
City,” she added with a smile.

-
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Camille McKayle ’85. Student photo by Milburn.

Recreational Possibilities Will be Plentiful Through Short Term
By John Cullen

Staff Reporter
For outdoor enthusiasts there will
be plenty going on from now until
the end of short term. Along with
numerous activities sponsored by
the Outing Club, there are many
things which can be done indepen¬
dent of the Bates community.
Despite the rainy weather we have
had recently there is still some good
skiing around. Sugarloaf is still
operating at close to full strength.
The summit, gondola, and snowfields were all open as recently as last
week. Located further north. Sugarloaf has been getting snow instead of
rain and expects to be open well into
April. The cost of a day of skiing at
Sugarloaf is SI9.00. There is also
cross-country skiing available as
well.

For those willing to venture a little
further, Tuckerman’s Ravine might
be the best spot to go for challenging
skiing. Wildcat Mountain, just a few
miles from Tuckerman’s, has had
some of the best skiing in the east
this year, managing to get snow
while most areas receive rain.
People who would rather hike up
the mountain instead of ski down it
will have lots of opportunities this
spring.
The Outing Club will be running a
trip each weekend to such places as
Mt. Katahdin in Baxter State park,
the Isle Au Haut off the Maine coast
and Acadia National Park. All Out¬
ing Club trips are subsidized up to
50% off the regular price. The price
is $7 to 10 per person for 8-20 people
depending on the trip. Along with
weekend trips, there will be day trips
charging a nominal fee.

Over the April break there will be
a 4-5 day backpacking trip for 8-10
people to the Shenandoah National
Park in Virginia. Paul Synder and
Nancy McMillan will be running the
trip which costs $130 per person for
gas, vans, food, tolls and a variety of
other necessities.
If its biking you enjoy then there
will be an opportunity for you too,
offered during April Break. Kent
Chappelka and Karen Volkening

are heading nine days of biking
around Pennsylvania and Mary¬
land. The cost is $90 (including hostles, campgrounds, tents, vans).
In addition, there will be several
20-40 mile day trips during short
term. Trips will be to such places as
Wolfneck State Park, and Popham
Beach with no charge. However,
there is a minimal charge for bike
rentals.
Canoe and kayak trips will also be

run in short term. Kayaking will be
taught on the puddle in addition to
the current Sunday night rolling
clinics held in the pool. For more
advanced kayakers there will be
white water trips on Maine and New
Hampshire rivers.
As the warm weather approaches
and academic pressure begins to
ease, whether you’re interested in
hiking, camping, skiing, biking,
canoeing, or kayaking, there will be
something available this spring.

Golf Team Getting Ready for Upcoming Season
by Douglas Campbell

Staff Reporter
The men’s golf team is gearing up
for its season under the tutelage of
Coach Bob Hatch. Though the team
has not been able to get outside and
practice, many members have been
able to work on their strokes in the

cage.
With its first match on April 8
against Tufts, Trinity, and Colby,
there is a good chance that the team
will not have the opportunity to
practice outdoors beforehand.
Returning for the team are upper¬
classmen Mark Flemming, George

Zella, Rich Bennett, Don Erickson,
and Mark Rees. Flemming, although
only a sophomore, is the team’s
most consistent player. He had a
strong freshman season, building up
a winning record.
A strong squad of freshman will
(Continued on Page 6)

Coach Smith Rebuilding Women’s Lax
by Amy Coffey

Staff Reporter
With the addition of tough com¬
petitors from Holy Cross, Wellesley,
and Providence College to last years
schedule, the women’s lacrosse team
has been training hard in anticipa¬
tion of a challenging season.
The loss of 4 key players has
Coach Pat Smith looking to build a
competitive squad from both return¬
ing team and strong first year
players.
The team will be highlighted by 3
seniors returning to fill slots on both
defense and attack. Senior Captain
Carolyn Campbell will be a strong
leader on defense as she returns to
play the defensive wing position.
Campbell has proven herself a fine
player, boasting 43 interceptions in
her career-picking up 31 last season
alone.
Also at defensive wing will be
Carolyn Evans who shows great
promise and is an asset to the squad.
Laurie Sevigny, who scored 10 goals

last season will be a threat to the
opponent this year at center/third
home position.
Rounding out the defense will be
juniors Meg Flaherty and Tracy
Kane, sophomore Sue Menzer and
newcomer Erica Norton, who Smith
noted for her sound stick skills and
aggressive play. Norton will fill the
spot at cover point.
On offense, Smith is looking to
Sevigny and sophomore Becky
Roak to be the thrust of the Bates
attack. Roak was the second highest
scorer last season with 15 goals.
They will be aided by Munksie
Ratte, who’s precision passing has
made her a key playmaker.
Stephanie Fernald, who is coming
off a soccer injury remains a solid
player, and Kristin DeAngelis, who
lead the team in assists last year, will
move from wing to home position
this season.
Promising freshman cited by
Smith include Alice Miller, a strong
attack player, and Katrina Klever at

midfield. Both should help reinforce
the strength of the squad.
The team had the chance to test
their abilities in early March at a
CBB scrimage held at Bates. Smith
was able to use the opportunity to
test her players in a variety of posi¬
tions and combinations.
The women played well against
Colby, and challenged a strong
Bowdoin team, holding them score¬
less in the last 10 minutes of play
after 5 initial goals. Becky Roak had
a fine day, scoring 3 of the teams 6
total goals.
This weekend the Bobcats will
have another opportunity to show
their skills at a 2 day interdivision
Lacrosse Jamboree on Cape Cod.
The squad will compete with 15
teams from the East including Uni¬
versity of Rhode Island, Skidmore,
Boston College, Northeastern, and
the University of Vermont. This
should be good preparation for their
season which opens next Friday on
April 8 with a home game against
University of New England.

NOW HERE’S WHAT YOU DO... Coach Pat Smith instructs a
member of the lacross team. Student photo by Scarpaci.
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Many Thanks... The Party’s Over
Thanks for ruining the Final
Four, guys. Thanks for helping end
Ralph Sampson’s college career.
Just because the entire country was
looking forward to Ralph’s appear¬
ance in Albuquerque, don’t feel bad.
Thanks a lot, Lorenzo Charles.
Thanks for hitting the game¬
winning free throws that knocked
Ralph out of the tourney.
Thanks, Othell Wilson. Liked the
fourteen-foot
eleven-inch
free
throws against Boston College and
North Carolina State, especially the
one near the end of the State game.
And thanks for the two-foot air ball
at the horn. Ralph wasn’t psyched
for the trip to Albuquerque,
anyway.
Thanks, Coach Jim Valvano.
Thanks for ruining the Final Four.
Thanks for becoming the most
popular Italian south of Frank
Sinatra. Great imitation of BC
Coach Gary Williams. You made

Virginia coach Terry Holland look
like a fool, also.
Thanks for shooting the lights out
of Ralph’s career, Derek Whittenberg. You had to prove that you are
far and away the best one on one
street player around, didn’t you?
Thanks for showing that, inch for
inch, you’re the most dominating
basketball collegian in America.
Thanks, Tim Mullen. Nice

Dave
on Sports

And a special thanks to Cavelier
Coach Holland. Thanks for keeping
the Washington State and BC games
close. And thanks for watching your
club lose to a team that any other
coach would have beaten by 20
points with the same talent. Laugh
at the Chaminade fiasco, Terry,
because everybody is laughing at
you.
Thanks for ruining Ralph’s life,
Terry. No more dorm parties. Four
years of college are over. Thanks for
the worst coaching performance in
recent college history.

by David Brenner, staff reporter

jumper from the top of the key.
Don’t worry about it. Ralph stayed
in school all four years to set a
degree. He didn’t even care about
the NC State game. Ralph would
rataher watch the Final Four on
television so he can get some
schoolwork done._

The fun is done, Ralph. The only
things left now are the bad press,
brutal schedule, drugs and greed of
the NBA. It’s a job, Ralph, and
you’re an employee.
Thanks again, guys. You’re all
responsible. Sing it, Dandy Don.
The party’s over,_

also be competing for varsity status.
Oliver Sughrue. Jeff Miller, and
Chris Cis/ewski all bring top talent
to the team.
John Kurker, a sophomore who
did not go out for the team last year

may also help the Bobcats.

THE COST OF
LIVING.

This year's team will be looking to
better its last year’s 2-6 record. And
in order to have a successful season,
coach Hatch believes, a team must
have two or three excellent golfers.

GIVE TO THE
AMERICAN CANCER SOCIETY.
This space contributed as a public service.
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Bentley College Graduate Center
With the completion of its new graduate center,
Bentley College will expand its full-time programs
leading to the
Master of Business Administration and
Master of Science in Accountancy.
Full-tuition assistantships and financial aid for full¬
time graduate students are available.
For more information, call (617) 891-2108 or
return the coupon below to Bentley College
Graduate School, Waltham, Massachusetts 02254.

Please send me information on:
□ Master of Business Administration
□ Master of Science in Accountancy
□ Master of Science in Computer Information
Systems
□ Master of Science in Finance
□ Master of Science in Taxation

I am interested in:
□ Full-time study
□ Part-time study

Name
Street
State

Citv

Zip

College presently attending

0

Fencing Club Competing
By Rich Liburdi

Staff Reporter
Fencing became an organized
activity at Bates in 1978, as an inter¬
est club, and was financed through
the RA budget. The following year,
fencing gained club sport status and
became financed through the
athletic department.
The club has been expanding
since then and this year is the first in
which it has been active in competi¬
tion with both private clubs and
other schools.
Earlier this semester the club tra¬
veled to Vermont to compete
against a private club called Oxbow.
On April 9, the club will be at U M O
for the state championships.

Bentley College, Graduate School, Waltham, MA 02254

In president Lee Marquis’ plans
for the club next year is the acquisi¬
tion of electrical equipment to make
the scoring of the matches more
accurate.
The present system involves four
judges scoring the touches. Also,
there are plans for Bates to host
some competitions next year. The
college’s location is much easier for
many clubs to reach than UMO,
where a majority of competitions are
being held this year.
The Bates fencing club now has
fifteen members, and invites any
interested students to get involved.
Practice sessions are Tuesday and
Thursday nights at 7:30, and Sun¬
day nights at 7:00, and the club pro¬
vides all the necessary equipment.

Protectionism Forum
Traces Historical Views
by Milissa Leonard

Ready for the Links
(Continued from Page 5;
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Staff Reporter
Approximately
45
students
attended the Forum on Protection¬
ism sponsored by the Politics Club,
held last Monday in Skelton
Lounge.
The forum featured a short com¬
ments from Professor Theodore
Walther of economics, Professor
Garold Thumm of political science,
and Professor Ernest Muller of
history.
Walther commented, “Trade
benefits every nation, trade benefits
the world. However, open trade can
hurt particular groups, who there¬
fore seek pretection.”
These groups seek protection for
their products against foreign
imports, thus restricting trade. As an
example that argues against protec¬
tionism: “After World War II,
encouraging trade between nations
gave a dramatic boost and encour¬
agement to European economies,”
Walther said.
Thumm’s opinions were in accord
with Walther’s. “Internal trade
benefits many, harms few. However,
the few work on getting governmen¬
tal laws passed that will protect their
livelihood.”
He quoted illustrative figures to
support the theory that protection¬
ism could help few, and hurt many.

Prof Muller gave the historical
view of protectionism and why it is
seen as positive in the minds of many
people to this day. “Protectionism is
nothing new, up until the 18th cen¬
tury countries who could do so built
trade walls around themselves, pro¬
tecting their raw materials and their
markets for finished products,”
Muller said.
He added, “Alexander Hamilton
advocated protectionism for the
fledgling United States. Protection
would provide the protection that
would stimulate manufacturing at
home. Raising tariffs upon imported
goods would protect the growing
manufacturing concerns at home.
“The belief that protectionism
was good for the country continued
into the early part of the 20th cen¬
tury until the depression. During the
Great Depression protectionism was
seen as a way to combat the ills of
the economy, but the protectionist
movement failed to alleviate the
problems,” Muller said.
The panel basically agreed that
protectionism has limited uses and it
can more frequently be used in a
detrimental manner. They also
pointed out how protectionism can
thwart development of smaller
countries who depend upon interna¬
tional trade.

Vietnamese Storm Camps
ARANYAPRATHET, Thai-land
(UPI)—Vietnamese troops backed
by tanks and U.S.-built artillery
stormed three Cambodian refugee
camps Thursday, killing at least 32
people and wounding 300 others,
military sources said.
About 15.000 refugees fled
across the border into Thailand,
Western and Thai intelligence
sources said.
Thai government forces, placed
on full alert to prevent a spillover
of the fighting, fired several warn¬
ing shells at Vietnamese positions
after stray artillery rounds landed
in Thailand, the sources said.
The sources said about 1,000 sol¬
diers of the crack Vietnamese 5th
and 59th divisions look part in the
attack that leveled some 1,000
bamboo and thatch huts ini the
refugee camps of Chan Ka Kan,
Phnom Chat and Kok Thahan.
All three camps shelter refugees’
as well as guerrillas of the Khmer
Rouge, one of three factions in a
coalition fighting to topple the gov¬
ernment in Phnom Penh and oust
the 180,000 Vietnamese troops
occupying Cambodia.

The assault left at least 32 people
dead and 300 others wounded in
what may be the first stage of an
all-out offensive against the rebel
coalition, nominally headed by the
deposed Cambodian leader, Prince
Norodom Sihanouk.
Thai military sources said Viet¬
namese gunners fired 120mm shells
from American-built artillery pie¬
ces left over from the Vietnam war.
Relief workers said sporadic
artillery fire throughout Thursday
hampered theer efforts to evacuate
hundreds of wounded, most of
them women and children.
The attack began before dawn
with a rocket and artillery barrage
against Phnom Chat, the largest of
the three camps, intelligence
sources said.
Vietnamese infantrymen firing
assault rifles and hurling grenades
later advanced on the camps and
were reported to have taken con¬
trol of Phnom Chat at midday,
although sporadic shelling con¬
tinued until nightfall, they "said.
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The Dartmouth Review:
Preaching Conservativism on a College Campus
(Continued from Page 3)
THE “SPICE” is the ingredient
that activated the taste buds of the
opposition, to continue the meta¬
phor. The “spice” has earned The
Review a dirty reputation in liberal
circles within the student body (as
they would expect), and a non¬
recognition policy from the
administration.

The spice was also an ingredient
to bringing national attention to the
paper. Cattan has been interviewed
by ABC, CBS, Time, Newsweek,
The New York Times, The Boston
Globe, and over 30 other news
organizations.
“The attention has come from the
way that the liberals have treated us.
We have a toast at the beginning of

Our main focus is on ‘things educational’... this dis¬
cussion brings us into political arguments as well, but
politics is not our main focus.
___ William Cattan
That means the college refuses
press passes, interviews, and official
information to Review editors.

our board meetings: ‘To [Dart¬
mouth President] John George
Kemeny, who made it all possible.’ If

he had not tried to put the news¬
paper under when it was formed, we
wouldn’t be where we are now,” Cattan said.
Cattan calls the newspaper’s per¬
spective “different. We can argue
our line more persuasively than the
others.” The “persuasive,” or utterly
flagrant, flavor of the newspaper
receives the attention.
According to Hutensky, the
national attention has come in part
from The Review’s controversial
stands, but also from the growing
conservative mood in the tradition¬
ally liberal nation. This, he says, has
added fuel to the fire.

The Dartmouth Review is funny
and interesting, informative and
controversial, and generally liked by
the average student, according to
Cattan.
“When the paper started, it was
one of the first conservative college
newspapers in the country. The
paper was started by some very intel¬
ligent people, and that is how they
initially got attention from the
media,” he said.
“IF WE WERE ODD BALLS,
no one would read us. Nobody can
underestimate our influence oncampus,” boasts Cattan. “The most
vocal reaction, of course, has been
negative. But the average student
likes the newspaper, and agrees with
us.”

Perhaps all this attention has
come in wonder, for a look at the
new conservatism that The Dart¬
mouth Review only symbolizes. The
Review represents a newly-found
admiration for the status quo, and a
rejection of liberal social activism
specifically; as,William Cattap freely
admits, his newspaper hasn’t
rejected
the
label
“Reagan
revolution.”
And there is one other reason for
the attention. If you take a ride to
Hanover, NH and stop by The
Review offices, you’ll see a framed
letter hanging on the wall.
President Reagan’s words of
praise sit there day by day, as The
Dartmouth Review marches on into
the mid-1980s.

Crash Course: Italian
The basic lingo is simply this. It’s not a
grinder. It’s not a sub. And it’s not an
Italian Sandwich unless it comes from
Sam’s. OK, they didn’t invent the Italian
Sandwich, but they did write the definitive
text; freshly baked roll, diced, sliced, and
ever so nice vegetables, pickles, meat and
cheese. Order the basic or order with the
extras. (The delivery fee for any size order
is only $2.00) Tty two.

The “Crash Course: Italian" coupon

2 Italian Sandwiches
for the price of one.
(prices start at 1.30)
redeem at Sam’s or on delivery
offer expires April 7

THE REVIEW’S EDITOR, William Cattan ’83, strolls along the Hanover, NH campus with George G i lder
(r). Dartmouth Review photo by Merrill.

SAM’S

Reynolds Back from Tour of Japan
(Continued from Page 1)
(“one of the most highly automated
newspapers in the world”), the Nis¬
san Motor Company, (“Where
robotics perform all but the final
assembly”), and the Matsushitai
electrical manufacturing company
where Reynolds saw several types of
experimental production, he said.
Reynolds also attended a Kubuki
Theater, the classical form of Japa¬
nese theater, in which an all male
cast performs for six hours, speak¬
ing in an archaic language. During
the performance, the audience wears
headphones which give a translation
into either modern Japanese or
English.
Reynolds also visited other cul¬
tural places, including the sacred
Shinto shrines, an art museum and
Nara, where Buddism was intro¬
duced to Japan from China.
“The society is very homogene¬
ous. Everyone is treated more or less
as equals. I was very impressed with
the cleanliness of Tokyo, and with
the friendliness and happiness of
young people there. I have returned
with a vivid impression of Japan,”
Reynolds said.
Reynolds admitted that because
of the busy schedule, he suffered
from jet lag after the third day, but
said that he thoroughly enjoyed the

trip, learned a great deal and hoped
that the trip would also result in con¬
tributions which would allow Bates

ITALIAN SANDWICH SHOPPES

students to gain a greater knowledge
of Japan through the endowment
program.

Outward Bound is more than a
trip of high adventure.
It Is discoveringyourselL
Learning that you’re better than
you think, ydu are.
And finding out how to work
with others.
Come join us on a 3-week trip
of excitement and self-challenge.
You may come back a better
you.

268 Main Street, Lewiston

Hang in there!
Send for more information;
Name
Street
City

782-9145

Outward Bound, Dept CH.
384 Field Point Rd.
Greenwich, CT 06830
Phone toll free (800) 243-8520
No experience necessary
Outward Bound admits students of any
sex, race, color and national or ethnic
origin. We are a nonprofit organization.
Scholarships available.'

State

School
Check the courses that interest you:
Canoeing —
Desert
Expeditions
White Water
Rafting
—
Wilderness
Sailing
_
Backpacking
Cycling
—
Mountaineering

Bound*
y Outward
The course that never ends
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Arts & Entertainment
Spring Dance Hosts
John Donelan Project
by Margaret Orto

Arts Editor
“It’s a long time to keep going at
such high energy levels but it shows
how hard these kids work.”
This is what jazz musician John
Donelan of the John Donelan Pro¬
ject said of his band members after
they played four hours straight at
last weekend’s Spring Dance spon¬
sored by Chase Hall Committee
(CHC).
The composer and musician, who
is in his early thirties, is the guiding
force -behind this jazz recording
enterprise. About to finish a third
album, Donelan states that “only for
the past three months has the Pro¬
ject promoted the live performing
aspect of our music.”
Ten years ago Donelan saw him¬
self as an accomplished jazz musi¬
cian but a rookie in the recording
studio. Composing music since he
was 13-years-old, Donelan attended
the Berklee School of Music for
three and one-half years.
He describes his first album,
which he recorded with a band that
called themselves “Shade,” as “kind
of flat” because they did not under¬
stand the techniques of recording.
“One has to learn,” says the artist,
“how to use a microphone and make
it into stereo.”
Before he attempted a second
album Donelan spent two years
learning how to use a recording stu¬
dio. Although this second album
entitled “Tying up Loose Friends”
was much more sophisticated than
the first it was not quite what Done¬
lan wanted.
He explains, “It’s a good sounding
album but it’s not cohesive.” The
album was recorded in different stu¬
dios and Donelan found that differ¬
ent engineers have different record¬
ing styles.
Last summer Donelan “knew that
by spring his third album would be
done.” For the present album Done¬
lan relied on what he had learned
was wrong with earlier albums.
For the upcoming album, Done¬
lan first conceived of an idea, hired a
single engineer, used one type of stu¬
dio and wrote song arrangements so
that they could be recorded over a
period of time. Previously, the band
had improvised when recording.
Donelan believes that the Project
will get quite a bit of recognition

when this third album comes out. As
he states, “The success of this album
will make continuation of the Pro¬
ject easier.”
The musician purposely chose
younger people to perform in his
band because they have fewer pre¬
conceived notions about success and
are more resilent to failure. “By the
time you’re 25 or so,” explains
Donelan, “if you haven’t had success
you begin to have self-doubts and
it’s tough to continue as an artist.”
With the exception of Donelan'all
of the jazz band members are in their
early twenties.
Playing last Saturday night was
vocalist Marissa kadra. the newest
member ol the band, drummer Scott
(iruppe. bass guitarist John DcMarkis. Bate’s student John Marsdenas
keybordist and Donelan as vocalist
and guitarist.
Donelan has gone through quitea
lew musicians to get the sound he
wants. Lor instance, oil the upcom¬
ing album Donelan went through
six piano players before Marsden
joined the group about a year ago.
I he qualities 1 )onelan looks for in
an artist are "people who are w illing
to work hard lor little recognition.”
Donelan himself doesn't often feel
tired although he holds two jobs
besides organi/ing the recording
project. During the day Donelan is a
project engineer at an engineering
firm. At night, he manages a jewelcry engraving business. About his
tireless pace. Donelan states, "most
people have strength in them they
don’t realize. Until I was 22 or 23
years old I was pretty lazy. Then I
realized 1 had to get moving."
Ol their stint last Saturday night
at Bates Donelan stated that "Musi¬
cally it was great and the audience
seemed to appreciate our music ev en
though 75 percent of what was
played was original stnil they had
never heard." I he only complaint
the ja/z musician made about the
evening performance was the
volume they hud to play at because
ol the equipment offered them. "I’m
not a rock star and I had a hard time
dealing with play ing so loudly ." said
Donelan.
Lor Donelan the recording pro¬
ject will continue alter the third
album is out. As he states, "the Pro¬
ject is the way I am now."

JAMMIN’ with the John Donelan project. Student photo by Kimball.

Afro Am Players
Perform with Feeling
“Sometimes I Lind it Hard to
Sing and Dance,” a variety show
that traced the history of Black
Americans through the drama of
their culture, was performed in
Chase Lounge last Thursday night.
The Afro-American society spon¬
sored the presentation which was
fairly well-attended. The players tra¬
veled from Dallas, I exas to perform
at the college.
The presentation was written by
(ilo Dean Baker, and she played a
leading role in the enactment of the
culture of Black Americans. Her
husband, breddie Gardner, accom¬
panied her on the various routines.
Miehael Jenkins, the newest
member of the company, accom¬
panied the husband and wife team
very ably on the piano.
I he presentation's theme was one
ol the Black American heritage and
its traditions as represented in the
performing arts. The first scene of
the show featured voices off stage,
saying. ”1 am hearing voices of the
past. 1 see artists in turmoil.” A beau¬
tiful song was sung a cappella which
concluded with the words "Some¬
times 1 find it hard to sing and
dance.”
Gardner and Baker then appeared
on stage in the traditional garb of the
minstrel, complete with black face
paint and white mouths. "Swanee

Spring Break Simply Awful
Spring Break, starring David
Knell, Perry Lang and Jessica
James. Directed by Sean S. Cun¬
ningham, from Columbia Pictures.
Rated R. No w playing at the Northwood Twin Cinema.
The film critic’s date asked the
woman at the candy counter a ques¬
tion, almost as an afterthought, as
she was about to enter Cinema II in
Lewiston’s Northwood Twin Cinema.
“Which movie is better, Spring
Break or The OutsidersT she quer¬
ied. “Oh, they’re both good,” the
popcorn pusher answered. “It
depends on what kind of movie you
like. One’s a very good comedy, the
other is serious.”
We decided a good laugh was in

order. We kept our tickets to Spring
Break.

Criticism andComment
It’s all very funny. 1 thought that
Spring Break would be a plotless
piece of trash, with plenty of skin
and beer and bathroom jokes. And
no plot. And terrible film editing
and directing. 1 would have thought
that Spring Break would have abso¬
lutely no quality or worth, except for
the surface and occasional attraction
of softcore porn.
However, the lady at the candy
counter said that the movie was “a
good comedy."
We braved the storm of stupid
jokes and static dialogue, and stayed

for the whole film. I hated it, my date
hated it, and my date’s friend hated
it. I daresay the whole audience
(about 10) was not thrilled with this
film, this movie, this flick.
My expectations had unfortu¬
nately come true. There was plenty
of skin for all. If we were quite
drunk, as most of the characters in
the movie were, it would have had a
greater attraction.
There was one good stretch of five
minutes or so. Somewhere, some¬
how, Columbia found the class to
add 38 Special’s “So Caught up in
You” to the otherwise tasteless
soundtrack.
(Continued on Page 9)

River” was performed, and then
Baker broke the mood of jollity by
speaking of the persecutions and
prejudices which the blacks have
been forced to endure.
J’hey were made the butt of jokes
in theater and music in the late 19th
century, when the "poor dumb
nigger” stereotype was exploited to
the fullest extent. "America is a
country w'hich is divided by concept
and practice.” Baker said. While
espousing views of equality and civil
liberties for all her people, America's
exploitation of the black man was
able to be seen powerfully in the area
of the performing arts.
Since "art reflects the thoughts
and aspirations of its people," the
society which ridiculed the black
man reflected these prejudices in its
lorms of expression.
Examples of this stereotype were
typified by the portrayal of Prissy in
"Gone with the Wind”, and Bert
William's work as an actor.
Another theme explored was that
of the "tragic mulatto.”’This stereo¬
type reinforced the fact that being
white was right, and black blood
was a taint. Baker did a hysterically
funny parody of a typical T.V. sta¬
tion announcement, describing the
different ratios of white to black
blood in determining one’s color.
The show progressed in stages
with the next era being the 1850’s
which marked the publication of
Harriet Beecher Stowe’s Uncle
Tom’s Cabin. This book and others
like it signaled the beginning of a
realistic depiction of blacks in art. In
1909, there was a play producted

which featured as its theme a south¬
ern sheriff who confessed he was
part negro.
A slide show was presented to the
accompaniment of the piano. This
featured scenes from the theater,
cinema and literature in which
blacks were participants. It traced
the history of the black in the enter¬
tainment realm of American society.
The presentation continued with
the 1920’S, which saw the cultural
equinox of black performers. Eubie
Blake and Scott Joplin were men¬
tioned as notable artists, as well as
Cab Calloway and Duke Ellington.
The work of poet Langston
Hughes was performed when Baker
recited a moving poem “Call Death”
which advised the listener to “weep
not, because the dead one is resting
on the bosom of Jesus.” Hughes was
in the forefront of the Harlem
Renaissance, which included actor
/singer Paul Robison who refused
to perform in segregated playhouses.
One of the highlights of the even¬
ing was a scene from a play called
Simone, which was written by
Baker. The scene depicted a
woman’s reaction to the killing of a
14 year old boy in the city streets.
Baker performed with feeling and
empathy, giving the character she
was portraying depth and credibility.
The production was one whose
scope was so broad and encompass¬
ing, that it could appeal to each
member of the audience. The talent
of these three performers was evi¬
dent, as well as the work and pride
which was reflected in the
production.
—Mary Couillard

“Magick Theater”
By Julie Vallone

Senior Reporter
This Sunday and Wednesday
night, faithful WRBC buffs will be
able to tune in to an entirely new
kind of listening experience. Junior
Michael Kenyon and the “Magick
Theater” will be presenting The Trial
of Prometheus, the first radio drama
ever broadcast at Bates College.

According to Kenyon, the drama
is essentially about communication.
Based on an ancient Promethean
legend, but set in modern times, the
drama takes the form of a trial in a
courtroom. Kenyon, who wrote the
play, explained that the idea came to
him upon reading about the trial of
Wilhelm Reich, a German scientist
(Continued on Page 19)
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Modem Dance Company Gets Better and Better Every Year
It wasn’t “Fame,” but it sure was
more interesting than a night on the
town, riding the old “Goose.”
Everything from Ravel to
Metheny and the Flock of Seagulls
was heard, and as for the sights, well,
words make it hard to describe.
Sufficient to say, the Bates Mod¬
ern Dance Company with its pro¬
duction of “Footnotes,” did more
than its usual excellent job.
There were highlights to all four
nights that made you forget that you
were in lovely Lewiston, and that
allowed you dream about New
York.
The fun immediately started out
with “Steppin’ out,” a piece choreo¬
graphed by Shari Sagan to the music
of Benny Goodman. With all of the
gestures of the old MGM big dance
numbers, Sagan achieved the perfect
street scene with a little bit of
humanity from everywhere.
The factory worker was repre¬
sented next in a piece entitled
“Arpeggio” by Rachel Woodruff
danced to the title tract of Pat
Metheny and Lyle May’s “As Falls
Wichita, So Falls Wichita Falls.”
The piece was the factory personi¬
fied. Just as the music implies a cer¬
tain type of freedom, the dance
implied the order of life within that
freedom.
The solo dance by Sharon Saltzgiver entitled “Chimera” deserves
special attention first because it was

Spring Break
no Quality

an awesome dance and secondly, it
shows what practice and a summer
of dancing will do for you. Saltzgiver provided the best solo dancing
that was seen during both of the pro¬
grams, and illustrated how to make
the dance and the dancer truly one.
Two other pieces highlighted the
Thursday/Saturday Show and one
was a dance entitled “Late Twen¬
tieth Century Revelations,” which
was a piece about the nuclear men¬
tality and decadence of the world,
which was choreographed by Ellen
Fine.
Also of interest was the piece
entitled “Head Games” which was
obviously a careful study of the
Bates social circle at the level of
Fiske or Chase Lounge. The piece
was written by John Houde and fea¬
tured both Houde and Stephen
Brackett as well as an incredible per¬
formance by Karen Foster as the
temptress...
The first section of the Friday/ Sunday show was mildly put; awe¬
some! With small exception, the
whole first section was a study in the
range of modern dance.
The use of Gershwin by Pamela
Rawson in a dance entitled “Fun for
three (and more)” was the best small
company number of the whole four
nights that also incorporated a neat
use of the black and white color con¬
trast in both dress and backlighting.
The best piece of the whole show,
in terms of interpretation of music
was “Soltice,” a dance by Joan
Burke to the music of Oregon.
Aurora, (the title of the musical
piece) is a jazz form in the true sense

of the word. Improvization abounds;
but what Burke did that was differ¬
ent was to have the dancers not
attempt to ‘improvise’ as much as
she had them become the
improvization.
The musical part of the dance is
slightly less than seven minutes long,
but you never feel bored watching or
listening to the piece because Burke
allowed the dance to1 build along
with the music; while the soloing was
mellow, the dance was mellow. As
the piece built towards the end, so
did the dance, all the way to the very
frantic end.
Also of interest was the dance by
Allen Loyd entitled “A Day In the
Country” which featured the coun¬
try music provided by Pat New¬
berry, C.J. May, Paul Mszivika and
Reed Altimus.
The last section of both of the
programs was entitled “Mezzin’ with
J.P.” and was a five part dance based
on the ragtime music of James P.
Johnson.
Marcy Plavin, who is the modern
dance instructed at Bates, choreo¬
graphed what could be described as
a lot of fun with dance. While the
color contrasts between black and
white gave a bit of stability to the
pieces, the dances were pure “Marcy
Plavin” improvisation.
Overall, a good time was had by
all—audience and players alike. All
four nights were well attended by
both campus and community, and
the general consensus was that the
Bates Modern Dance Company gets
better and better as time goes by.
—John Marsden

PERFORMING “Ibis Crossing,” at the Modern Dance Company’s
show “Footnotes,” is Karen Foster ’85. The dance was choreograph¬
ed by George Thompson of the American Ballet Theater. Student
photo by Soroken.
_

(Continued from Page 8)

Miller’s The Fox has Strong Emotional Drive

The acting, direction and general
flavor of the flick were as you would
expect.
As we drove home, the date
thoughtfully reflected on the last two
hours of entertainment.

The Fox, by Allan Miller and
based on the novella of the same
name by D. H. Lawrence is worth
seeing for its strong emotional drive
and its high-quality acting.
Director Margaret Emley, a senior
theater major, has brought together
five actors and technicians for a
production that really “clicks.”
The play takes place in an intimate
parlor setting of an English farm¬
house. World War One has ended
and Henry Grenfel, played by Jeffrey
Miller, comes to his Grandfather’s
house to find it inhabited by two
women, Nellie March and Jill

“You know,” she said ponderingly, “I think I can see a deep,
underlying theme. I think it was try¬
ing to tell us ‘Go for it! Get out and
do it!”
,
Yes, yes, she was right. I’d missed
the connection. The theme was care¬
fully hidden beneath the Ft. Lauder¬
dale palms; it was there on the
beach, where the bikinis bounce up
and down endlessly while chasing a
spinning red frisbee.
—Jon Hall
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April 1 and 2 at 7 p.m. and April 3
April 8 at 7:30 p.m.—LPL Plus|
|at 8 p.m.—The Film Board presents APL presents the National Mari¬
\The Elephant Man. Filene Room. onette Theatre. Exquisitely carved
lAdmission $1.
marionettes are recognized as
among the finest in the world today.|
April 2 at 8 p.m.—The Bates Col- Performance will be at Centra^
ilege Community Orchestra will per¬ School Auditorium, Auburn.
form Bach’s Brandenburg Concerto
'5, a Mozart Clarinet Concerto and
Poulenc’s Aubade. Soloists include
Mary Hunter, Sarah Adams, Mar¬
ian Anderson and William Mat¬
thews. College Chapel.
April 2 at 9 p.m.—Coffeehouse
with Pat Newberry, Tim Lea, Jen¬
nifer Rockwell, Curt Schubert, Kris¬
tina Swanson and Reed Altemus
performing in Chase Lounge.
April 3 at 9:45 p.m. and April 6 at
7:45 p.m.—Magic Theater presents
\The Trial of Prometheus. An origi¬
nal composition by Mike Kenyon
Ibased on an ancient and oft told
llegend of the Greeks. To be aired on
- Poop |
iwRBC.

Banford, played by Karen Elias and
Barbara-Jill Harriman, respectively.
The drama revolves around the
relationships between the three.
Their tensions, jealousies, loves and
hates are played out before the
audience.
Jill Banford, wonderfully played
by professional actress Harriman, is
the hostess in this play. Her role is to
prepare the meals, entertain Grenfel
and organize. Her acting was out¬
standing.
Nellie March, the other woman,
“does all the heavy work.” Elias
|§ develops Nellie well and allows the
|: audience a glimpse of her vulnera| bility.
Miller, as Henry Grenfel, cleaves
| the two women friends, forcing them
| to take sides. Miller is convincing in
I his presentation and it is he that
I knows too well the power of “the
Sfox.”
The relationships between the
S characters has dire consequences. It
I is a play about the fox invading the
chicken coop and ultimately a
i statement on relationships.
The intimate Schaeffer Theatre
! Studio setting enhances the produci tion and the fine costumes, scenery,
1 lighting and music work well to| gether as do the actors and actresses.
Emley is to be congratulated. She
! has successfully worked with D.H.
Lawrence material.
“The Fox” will be shown April 1
& 2 at 8 p.m. in the Schaeffer Studio
Theatre. Due to seating limitations,
reservations are requested. Call the
Schaeffer Theatie box office at 7839500 to reserve seats.
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The Student’s Here!

THE
STOMPEKS

,,

Making it in Lewiston, Maine
Man does not live by bread (and news) alone. That means there’s more to
life than Carignan and Reagan, and the latest from the GSA. Keep up to
date with “what’s happening” on campus and off each week in the Arts and
Entertainment pages of the Student.
Arts Editor Margaret Orto, along with film, album, and restaurant
critics like Richard Bauer, Julie Carson, Jon Hall, Sue Pope, Shari Sagan,
and Diane Wylie, aren’t afraid to give you a straight opinion. If the latest
from The National Lampoon isn’t worth the film it’s printed on, you’ll be
the first to know.
When the college sponsors live entertainment, from rock ’n roll to live
theater to classical music, Student writers and critics will be there to
comment.
And that’s worth the paper it’s printed on.

e pates; ^>tubent
Criticism and Comment
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The Roots of Lewiston’s Franco-American Community

*

Sixty percent of Lewiston’s population have FrenchCanadian origins. When the ancestors of these FrancoAmericans began to appear in the city around 1860, they
alighted at the Grand Trunk Railway Station and settled
near the mills that provided them employment.
Called to this day “Little Canada,” the FrancoAmericans gave a special character to the section of the
city where they lived.
Join Student reporters and photographers as they
investigate some of the French-Canadian roots in
Lewiston_
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Tracing the FrancoAmerican
History in Lewiston
The Franco-American commu¬
nity was fortunate in staffing their
schools and churches because
members of religious orders were
readily available from France in the
early part of this century. This was
when France was secularizing its
schools and banishing members of
long-established religious orders
from the country. Consequently,
local residents were able to obtain
Marist Brothers to teach the boys
and later the Ladies of Sion for the
girls.
Like most immigrant families in
America at the time, FrancoAmericans in Lewiston raised large
families. It was not unusual for an
older child to take on the responsiiblity of bringing up Several brothers
and sisters.
In the early days FrenchCanadians married nfostly among
their own people. The wedding usu¬
ally took place in early morning
because even as late as the 1930s, the
wedding trip was to Canada, often
to the home of some relative. Depar¬
ture had to fit the schedule of the
Grand Trunk Railway.
Settling around the areas of Lin¬
coln and Oxford Streets, most
Franco-Americans lived in “blocks.”
These blocks usually had at least
four stories, and a central hallway
Girl’s work consisted of carting
separated each flat.
bobbins in wheeled containers from
In early Lewiston, Christmas was
one area to another at certain inter¬
a religious day and New Year’s Day
vals. Boys usually oiled machines.
was the festive, gift-giving occasion.
For those adult French men and
The one feast day that brought the
women who aspired to what they
entire French community together
considered a higher level of employ¬
was St. John’s Day (June 24) when
ment than the textile mills, there
traditionally in France and Canada
were the shoe factories. One had,
those of French descent honored
however, to be a bit affluent to con¬
their patron saint.
sider working in the shoe industry
Theatrical and musical produc¬
because employment there required
tions abounded in French Lewiston,
a period of unpaid training.
but, unfortunately, they were
The oldest local firm founded by a
enjoyed
only by their own people
Franco-American was Joseph LeBbecause they were done in French.
lanc’s Lewiston Steam Dye House,
Today, the formerly distinct
still in operation.
French culture in Lewiston is
Central to an understanding of
rapidly disappearing. Although
Franco-Americans in Lewiston is
Franco-Americans regard this as an
their religious life. All are Catholic.
indication of social and economic
The parish priest was the counselor
mobility, many regret that younger
on all matters and served as lawyer,
members of the community have
architect, doctor and banker for
forsaken the language and rich cul¬
many early residents.
The Franco-Americans of Lewis¬ tural heritage of their ancestors.
(Adapted frrom Historic Lewis¬
ton went to extra expense to provide
ton: Franco American Origins, a
their own schools. In parochial
pamphlet printed by the Lewiston
schools all instruction was in
Historical Commission. Compiled
French, except English grammar
by Margaret Orto.)
and American History.

In I860, Lewiston had a popula¬
tion of 7500. By the turn of the cen¬
tury it was well over 23,000.
The rapid population rise may be
attributed to the great influx of
French-Canadians seeking employ¬
ment in the growing textile industry
in Lewiston.
The first settlers came convinced
that they would only stay for a short
time, and then return to Canada
after accumulating some reserve
funds. However, they liked the coun¬
try. especially the fact that freedom
of speech as well as choice of school
and church were guaranteed in the
constitution so they stayed.
After the father had come to
Lewiston to find a home, mother
and children followed traveling the
Grand Trunk Railway and debark¬
ing at the Lincoln Street station.
In the early settling days employ¬
ment was a necessity for most family
members. A child looked forward to
leaving school so that he or she
might be considered adult enough to
go to work and contribute to the
family finances. However, the work
was light and children had time to
play, even within the confines of the
mill.
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SEPARATING NEW AND OLD, Lewiston’s canal forms a natural boundary. Student photo by Scarpaci.

Language Important to
Lewiston’s Franco-Americans
by Diane Wylie
Staff Reporter
“The language of the FrancoAmerican community has kept them
together and is an element by which
they can all identify said Janet Morford ’83.

Morford, a French major, has
recently completed an honors thesis
on the importance of language to
ethnicity and the role it plays in
Lewiston’s Franco-American com¬
munity.

Morford’s research was con¬
ducted for the most part in standard
French. By contacting various
Franco-American
organizations,
she was able to acquire her
informants.

“1 read L’Unite (a Franco news¬
paper) and got the names of local
groups and then contacted the heads
of these. This way 1 got more of a
comprehensive perspective,” said
Morford.

The interviews lasted about two
hours and she found everyone eager
to talk and refer her to other people.
“I could have kept going on with the
field work as it was so interesting,
but 1 had to meet deadlines and sort¬
ing it out would have been a prob¬
lem,” said Morford.
Morford also interviewed a high
school class to give a different focus
to the research.
Through her research Morford
found that the survival of the French
language is linked to the fact that it is
so devalued by people outside the
Franco-American community.
There are, Morford said, objec¬
tive and dialetical differences
between the French spoken in
France, Canada, and Lewiston, but
it is all very exaggerated.
“I established that the differences
aren’t insurmountable as I was
understood perfectly when 1 spoke
standard French,” said Morford.
Morford found that there was a
correlation between language, eth¬
nic identity, and participation in
associations and activities.

FormerLewiston Mayor Speaks on French Life
by Julie Carson
Staff Reporter
Up until World War Two, John
Beliveau’s family spoke French at
home.
During the war when he and his
family moved to Wellesley, Massacuhsetts for two years because his
father was working as a doctor
there, Beliveau and his sisters lost
some of their fluency in French due
to the lack of daily exposure.
Former mayor of Lewiston, Beli¬
veau is a third generation French
Canadian whose ancestors came
from New Brunswick, Canada.
Today, Beliveau says he no longer
speaks French at home. Only occa¬
sionally does he use it in his law
practice with some of the older
clients “who feel more comfortable
speaking French.”
Beliveau estimates that approxi¬
mately sixty to seventy percent of
the city’s population have French
Canadian roots. Although the dis¬
tinction between them and the

remaining inhabitants of Lewiston
has disintegrated rapidly in the past
decades, they have a long, rich cul¬
ture in the Lewiston area.
“Though much has changed now,
in the pre-World War One, and even
World War Two days, the Canadi¬
ans were a distinct minority, who
were discriminated against in jobs,”
states Beliveau. “During the Roose¬
velt era many became Democrats,
and since then the city has had a
strong Democratic base. There still
are very few Republicans elected.”
Reasons for the diminishing influ¬
ence and presence of French and the
French Canadian culture in Lewis¬
ton are, Beliveau feels “the media
and education.” French used to be
the principal language in the paroch¬
ial schools, and during the early
1950s in French parishes classes
were taught in French and in
English, each respectively for half of
the schoolday. Soon this became too
costly and with increasing crosscultural exposure through media
and interaction, the French lan¬

guage lost more of its allure. Beli¬
veau also notes “that fewer sisters
and nuns come down from Canada
to teach.”
Another major distinguishing fac¬
tor being eradicated is what Beliveau
calls “the distinction between eco¬
nomic and political power. The Can¬
adians thought political power was
the way to go during the forties, fif¬
ties and early sixties, but it wasn’t
until the third generation that they
became more influential in the eco¬
nomic sphere, like in banks,” states
the former mayor.
Areas that once were predomi¬
nantly inhabitated by French Cana¬
dians, like the neighborhood called
“Little Canada” down by St. Mary’s
parish, have lost their strong ethnic
flavour.
While Beliveau was mayor in the
late sixties there were several cul¬
tural events pertaining to the French

nc cnrh
DC visits
visits by
hv the
tl
Canadians,
such as
French ambassador to the U.S., a
cultural minister from Quebec, and
a Canadian composer.
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Beliveau’s biggest regret of this
blurring of cultural differences
relates to the language, French itself.
He says that while he was growing
up “an unfortunate thing in Lewis¬
ton was the oppression. If a kid had
a French accent than he was consid¬
ered to be part of a minority, and
thus less intelligent.” Naturally this
led to a further rejection of the
French language.
“This is a real pity” Beliveau says
for “it is a big asset to be able to
speak a second language fluently.”
He sees the present disintegration as
an ongoing trend, and he concluded
by expressing the desire that in the
future “there be more efforts aimed
at promoting the language rather
than only efforts at preserving the
history of the French Canadians in
Lewiston.”

In the Franco-American Men’s
Club, the meetings are conducted in
French and members are penalized
for speaking English. “If people
think that the language is dying or
the ethnicity is, they tend to be dis¬
trustful, don’t want to participate in
the groups, and devalue what the
group stands for,” said Morford.
When members of the various
groups recognize priorities and com¬
mon interests, there evolves a ques¬
tion of making these noticed
through political action.
“If Franco-Americans see that
their language is necessary to their
group and they see the preservation
of it as important, then acting as a
group they would fight against gov¬
ernment regulations and against the
amount of bilingualism provided,
for example,” said Morford.
Some people, Morford con¬
tinued, fear that the presence of
these groups tends to have a cloister¬
ing effect. Once the members leave
the meetings they are forced to speak
English. They can’t live in the con¬
fines of the association.
There has also been several leader¬
ship struggles in the FrancoAmerican community, especially in
the organization of the annual
Franco-American festival held
during the summer. A common
trend that Morford found was that
these people would be less hopeful
and optimistic if they did not have
these groups to remind them that
they are Francos.
Morford emphasized the gap
prevalent between the Lewiston
community and Bates students.
“For French, history or social
science majors, there are so many
opportunities to do field work and
get practice and helpful information.
People have a tendency to dismiss
Lewiston as having any value to
Bates at all,” she said.
At a meeting of the FrancoAmerican Men’s Club, Associate
Professor Richard Williamson from
the French department suggested
several ways in which this gap could
be diminished, such as opportunities
for internships, research, jobs etc.
“All the French jokes and deroga¬
tory remarks about Lewiston, all
stem from ignorance and complete
insensitivity to anything outside the
Bates microcosm,” said Morford.
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A Photographic Look at Little Canada
Beyond the Bates Mill, follow
the canal to Lincoln and Oxford
Streets ... and step into another
culture.

St. Mary’s, a Norman Gothic church, is constructed of Maine granite
and stands on the corners of Oxford and Center Streets. All Student
photos this page by Scarpaci.

Mill owners constructed special tenements called “mill blocks’’ for
their employees. Only a few of these substantial buildings remain on
Oxford Street.

Hoods built over the doorways of homes in Little Canada add a
decorative flavor to the plain facades.

Although it has now fallen into disuse, the Grand Trunk Railroad
Station on Lincoln Street was the first sight many immigrants saw of
their new city.

At one time the Continental cotton mill employed 1200 people. Today, this vast building has several small
independent businesses operating within the premises.

On the corner of Chestnut and Lincoln Streets stands the Dominican
Block, the French community’s first school. Through the years, it has
served as a church and social center as well.

Here is a typical Lewiston scene... block architecture.
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“Bits of Glass’—A Short Story
by Susan Pope
Staff Reporter
Arrin liked the city. She liked variety.
She liked flashing neon lights that said
Pi//a! Beer! Girls! She liked Chinese fast
food, and she liked the thin trees that grew
out of rare, small bits of earth. She liked
park benches and garish bill-boards. She
liked posh avenues with quaint specialty
shops and extravagant restaurants, or
bold wealthy businesses. And she liked
clothing stores with huge elaborate win¬
dow displays.
But often Arrin felt a stranger in the
city. Now she stood outside a grand
department store window waiting for the
bus.
V : '
A fashion display! The mannequins
watched Arrin coldly through the glass.
Their hip bones jutted sharply through
the coolest, soft pastels draped and
pinned about them. The electric red-head
wore the softest ice-lavender sweater.
What fun to touch it! Arrin thought. To
try it on! Just to try it on; just for a
moment!
She saw the approaching bus reflected
in the glass. She shaded her eyes to block
out the reflection for a last look at the
exotic world enclosed in glass, and then
turned to climb onto the bus. It was nearly
empty. She sat by a window close to the
middle.
i.
While the bus driver conversed with an
official looking person, Arrin continued
to gaze at the store window. Now her own
face was reflected by the window of the
bus. What would it be like to be inside the
glass (was she already? Enclosed by
glass!)? What fun to stand boldly, coldly,
wrapped in softness, indifferent to
passers-by; sure! Not to be a mannequin
(though perhaps a plastic head is not so
bad a thing), but to be there, to touch the
lavender sweater, to wear it!
The bus began to move. Arrin startled
at the woman beside her. She had seated
herself with an absence of motion, careful
to leave inches of void on the seat between
them. The woman wore no expression;
she appeared bland, ageless. “I’ll be like
that,” Arrrin mused.' Her hair was per¬
fectly, though certainly not beautifully,
curled—as if invisible rollers still held
each short lock. Did anyone touch it? Was
there someone who ran warm fingers
through that stiff hair? She saw the cold
diamond upon the woman’s hand.
The bus was stopping now. The woman
stood as if lifted by external force off of
the gray seat of the bus. Arrin prayed for
wind. She wanted to see the curls torn free
from their invisible rollers, she wanted to
see the drab skirt blown back from fleshy
knees, she wanted to see the small, tight
mouth open and taste the wind!
But the air was still. The bus drove on.
Arrin watched the city streets. Gray
buildings upon gray sidewalks, upon gray
streets filled with gray people. She could
be going anywhere. And how did she
know she was there? If no one perceived
her, how could she know? Once she
dreamed of walking into a crowd of every¬
one the same. They were all talking at her
or not, “Oh, Arrin, Arrin!,” but she
couldn’t tell them apart, couldn’t even tell
who was talking. It was a chaos of hair¬
styles and clothes and disembodied voices
not expressing the one thought that made
them all the same. And then she woke.
And now the bus had reached her stop.
She stepped out onto the gray sidewalk in
the still spring air. A few blocks and she
would reach the restaurant. Already she
could smell the ocean. A breeze began to
ruffle stray bits of paper, and lone stalks

of grass growing out of cracks in the gray
sidewalk began to sway. She passed a man
drawing a diagram of “the Spiritual Self
in Relation to God” before a small, blank¬
faced crowd; and then she caught a
glimpse of the vast blue between
buildings.
Should she go to it first? She turned in
the direction of the docks that led like
beckoning voices into the ocean. Then she
remembered—time. What was time com¬
pared to this eternity of waving, rocking
azure and black? Time was a blank face
strapped by thin gold to her wrist. She
looked at her watch. The restaurant first.
She turned again and walked slowly, pass¬
ing a waddling fat woman, while others
hurried past her in a blur.
The restaurant had a deck extending
out over the ocean. She walked in through
a bamboo covered entrance. Inside it was
dark and quiet. She perceived it as gray
and cavelike until her eyes adjusted.
“We’ve done all our hiring for the
summer.” The voice was faintly unplea¬
sant like a mild electric shock. She turned
and saw a bleached blond woman watch¬
ing her with slightly crossed eyes so that
she appeared to look not at Arrin, but
through her, to some point slightly
beyond her. “Could I just fill out an appli¬
cation anyway?” Why did she sound so
timid? “We’re not taking anymore appli¬
cations,” said the blond woman to the
non-existent person beyond Arrin.
“We’ve already got a waiting list of almost
a hundred.” “Thanks." Arrin now
addressed the ocean through the window
beyond the woman. She turned and
strolled out into the sunlight and toward
the docks.
She sat at the end of the pier with bluejeaned legs tucked beneath her. It was

cold here with the wet breeze rising off the
ocean. The water was relatively tranquil
today, though. It swirled slowly, con¬
sciously up and down the shore and
around the pillars of the wharf saying,
“Wishy, washy.” It was a little disappoint¬
ing to see the ocean so mundane. She
liked the sea for its turbulence, its furyhuge black waves frothing white; its star¬
tling effect! The ocean moved people—
something Arrin envied, something life
itself so often failed to do. She watched a
low, fat wave slide in and swirl about the
pier. “Wishy,” it said. And then it sank
back into the eternity of water saying,
“washy.”
That’s what her sister had told her, too,
when Arrin had relayed her latest bout of
indecision during a long distance phonecall, a call in which long distance seemed a
blank infinity. “If that isn’t the wishy
washiest thing I’ve heard in my life!” her
sister had laughed. Arrin hadn’t. She’d
thought of her wishy washy boyfriend.
“That’s OK.” was all he’d say when they
fought over blankets on weekend nights.
Once in half-sleep she’d thought the sheets
were thoughts and words being pulled
back and forth. But really they were only
sheets.
“Wishy, washy,” said the ocean. Even
this morning when she’d left his apart¬
ment he’d rolled over, pulling the blankets
tight around him and mumbling. She’d
wanted to tear the blankets off, or to grab
him by the shoulders and shake him and
shake him awake! But she’s left him sleep¬
ing, and closed the door with an absence
of sound, and walked down the hall with¬
out footsteps.
She watched the plump, round waves
roll in. She’d heard people compare the
vast mysterious ocean to life itself. Mun¬
dane? she wondered. “Wishy,” said a fat

wave, and another added, “washy.”
At least you could see the ocean, she
thought. You could feel it with your
toes—warm or frigid—, and you could
watch its endless motions. In life you
could drown without ever seeing the wave
that hit you, without feeling the breath
crowded out of your lungs, without tast¬
ing the bitter saltiness against your
tongue, filling your mouth and sliding
down your throat, and down and down,
soaking at last into your brain. In life you
couldn’t watch the blackness closing over
your head. It just happened.
She rose and walked on numbed legs
back down the dock, toward the city, with
the ocean whispering behind her, “Wishy.
Washy.” She knew where she was going.
She thought of waiting for the bus, but
perhaps the walk would do her good,
clear her mind. Besides, Arrin liked the
city streets. And now that her “big
summer job interview” was over, what
was time? A blank face chained to her
wrist.
Gray building upon gray sidewalk
upon gray street filled with gray people.
She could be going anywhere. And she
could be anyone—the pregnant woman
with a red bandana in her straight hair
and a dirt-faced child already in her arms;
or one of those in black suits, black socks,
black shoes, black tie, black brief-case in
hand; a high school girl with purple eye¬
shadow and red shoes talking to a group
of three or four more; or an old woman
with boots and a drab coat and a scarf tied
tightly around gray curls, walking pain¬
fully; or a wealthy sophisticate with
leather and gold in all the right places; a
teen punk with a shaved head riding a
skate-board; or an old man staring
blankly on a park bench; oh, and here was
a student hurrying toward her!
Wasn’t she a student?
Yes. But being a student was kind of
like being nothing—in limbo. Besides,
you couldn’t even tell she was a student.
She didn’t look like a student any more
than she looked like anything else. She
wasn’t a real student like the one that had
passed her with small round glasses and
disheveled hair—the kind that drank lots
of coffee and learned what he studied.
She was nothing! She thoughtmushy, unformed, malable. She was, in
short, wishy-washy.
She became a part of the crowd at an
intersection. Part of a mass of potential
energy, poised almost in mid-step, hang¬
ing out over the curb, leaning it seemed,
and watching a flashing sign that said,
“Don’t walk. Don’t walk.” And so she
didn’t.
What made her think of throwing a
rock at the traffic sign? She hated the sight
of broken glass. Oh, but she loved it for its
startling effect! To see something smooth,
serene, tranquil, shattered into sharp,
lethal, glittering fragments. That never
failed to shock. The sound of tinkling bits
of glass scattering on the pavement.
She never would have hit it-anyway.
“Walk,” the sign commanded. And so she
did. She walked on into the heart of the
city, where people came faster and faster,
more and more blending into a gray blur.
The buildings grew taller and fatter, too.
Now and then she stopped to glance at
another window display. But not for long.
She knew where she was going. Through
the gray buildings upon gray sidewalks
upon gray streets filled with gray people.
At last she reached it. There it was,
enclosed in glass, lovely, electrifying—the
softest lavender sweater on the red¬
headed mannequin. The air outside was
(Continued on Page 19)
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Honors Theses mean more than just a Year-Long Term Paper
Betsey Allen

Staff Reporter

The coming of spring means
many things to many people. For
some, it means they’ll soon be out¬
side playing their favorite sport. For
others, it implies that papers and
exams are just around the corner.
However for several seniors, the
coming of spring holds a different
reminder: honors theses will soon be
due and with it the oral presentation
before the honors board. Although
most students associate it with
extensive research, honors thesis is
not without its rewards.
“Thesis presents an opportunity
for a student to become involved in a
subject they would not otherwise
have the chance to study,” said Ceci¬
lia DeMello e Souza, an anthropol¬
ogy major. DeMello’s thesis
analyzes the importance of women
in Afro-Brazilian cults.
“My interest in this topic came
about gradually,” DeMello com¬
mented. “I wanted to study an aspect
of Brazilian culture, since 1 am Bra¬
zilian and will soon be returning to
go to graduate school there.
“I’ve a feeling for my culture, but
my subject was something in our cul¬
ture that I didn’t know much about.
This is also a topic I could possibly
be interested in continuing studying
in grad school.”
Marty Pigott, an art history
major, agreed that honors thesis in
particular lets you study the subject
of your choice in greater depth.
“Honors thesis gives the opportu¬
nity to intensively research a topic a
student might not have been aware
of otherwise.” stated Pigott.
Pigott’s thesis is “an analysis of
the development of landscape gar¬
dening from its origin in literary neoclassicism.”
“For me, thesis is a synthesis of
three topics I find ve- ' interesting:
landscape, gardening and poetry.”
Pigott added.
The difference between these two
thesis topics hints at the wide range
of topics one could chooseto study.
The diversity of research techniques
that can be applied is also extreme.
“One motivating thing about an
anthropology thesis is that you get
to do your own field work,”
DeMello said.
Carl Ladd, a biology major, felt
laboratory research was the most
important part of his thesis. “A tre¬
mendous amount of time for a
science thesis is in the lab. One draws
from other sources, but much one
draws on is one’s own work.”
Ladd emphasized laboratory
work and increased contact with
one’s advisor as distinguishing a
science honors thesis from those in
departments outside the sciences.
“In the humanities and social
sciences, there is probably less direct
contact with one’s advisor. I see my
advisor almost every day. It’s my
work, but he has more vested inter¬
ests in the outcome.” Ladd
commented.
“I would imagine in liberal arts, a
personchoo singan advisor would say
‘I would like to study this and work
under you.’ Whereas in the sciences
the person would say ‘I’d like you to
be my advsior. Within this field,
what topic do you suggest I study?”
continued Ladd.
Although it’s possible for a stu¬
dent to write a two semester thesis
without doing honors, the comple¬
tion of an honors thesis has some
differences. The primary difference
is the presentation of one’s thesis
before an honor board, a group of
four professors and one visiting exa-

miner expert in the field.
After an oral examination of an
hour in length, it is decided by the
committee what degree of honors
will be given. Unfortunately, the
possibility that honors will not be
given also exists.
“Inspite of the tension many peo¬
ple associate with the oral presenta¬
tion before the honors board, it can
be considered an opportunity to talk
about and explain what you wrote,
and perhaps come to a greater
understanding for your thesis
directed by the questions of the
board,” Pigott stated.

The rewards from writing an
honors thesis are academic as well as
personal.
“I want to attend grad school, and
an honors thesis provides an intro¬
duction to research techniques and
methods I would have otherwise had
to face in grad school environment.”
Ladd said.
Although DeMello also plans to
attend graduate school, she feels
honors standing would affect her
academic career less than it would in
the U.S.
“In Brazil, we do not have the

“The course load aside from
honors should not be terribly exten¬
sive. If you can work it so that sec¬
ond semester you have two courses
and honors, so much the better.”
stated Ladd.
However, DeMello, Ladd and
Pigott all encouraged interested stu¬
dents to write honors thesis for the
importance of the experience,
regardless of whether honors are
obtained.
“Its a good thing to do,” Pigott
said, “When all is said and done,
they are giving you two semesters to
write “thesis.”

distinction of honors, so although it
will help, it would not help there as
much as it would here.” DeMello
commented.
Nonetheless, there are some
important things for a student
intending to write honors thesis to
remember.
“You need a deep interest in what
you’re writing on,” DeMello said,
“One must find a subject that will
motivate them for a long time.”
Not only is it important to find a
topic that will hold one’s interest
over time, but the time necessary to
research it thoroughly.

Extensive Agenda Planned for CA in 1983-84
by Bill Walsh

Staff Reporter

As a result of this year’s Campus
Association (CA) elections, Tracy
Squires claimed the presidency of
the group.
While elections are normally held
in March, this year the CA voted for
new officers in January. This was
done, Squires explained, to make
the transition from the old officers to
the new ones smoother.
This enabled the new officers to
gain experience from the old officers
and also allowed the group, in Janu¬
ary, to begin planning for the 198384 school year which, Squires
claimed, would give the club more
continuity.
Squires said that the club is at a
high level of enthusiasm this year.
“We feel so good about our club, it is
reflected in the programs we bring to
campus,” she stated.
In addition to the standard CA
programs such as “Little brotherLittle sister,” blood drives, junior
high school tutoring, bus tickets and
used books and record sales, the CA

has already planned a long agenda
of new activities.
One of the major events being
planned is a community fair.
Modeled in the same fashion as the
“Activities Fair” held every year, this
event will offer students the oppor¬
tunity to learn about the numerous
volunteer services available in both
Lewiston and Auburn.
A Spring Fest is also being
planned which will involve a street
fair with bands. There will also be
faculty lecturers and continuing
student-faculty happy hours.

less than what they had requested,
“is not going to affect what we do.”
The CA agreed to “Keep the money
on campus” and devote voluntary
action to the community.

dle light procession, bonfire and
speakers for the “Back to Bates”
weekend. In this way, Squires hopes
to establish a tradition for the
weekend.

Squires claimed that she had
“strong people in the positions” with
a lot of experience. She said that
interviews were conducted for candi¬

It is apparent that the CA will be,
again, a very active and integral part
of Bates, Lewiston and Auburn ser¬
vices, Squires indicated that she felt
that the budget the group was allot¬
ted by the RA, while over $225.00

dates and people were nominated to
positions where it was felt they could
function most effectively to better
serve Bates and the community.

Cut won’t Stop WRBC from going Stereo
by Gail Fons

Senior Reporter

The Representative Assembly’s
(RA) $2,425 reduction of WRBCs
1983-84 budget will not severely
affect operating costs, but will deter
the station’s plans for converting to
stereo.
Yet General Manager Dan
Pierce is undaunted and plans to
submit a proposal to the Board of
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Another change that will occur in
the club’s agenda is a proposed can¬
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Trustees requesting funding.
“We’ve decided not to contest the
budget cut,” Pierce explained. “We
recognize the budget process is
difficult, so we’ll simply go through
the channels and see what happens.”

“WRJR was never taken
seriously, but efforts have
made to improve our image
small scale example of a
broadcast operation,” Pierce
“Stereo is just a part of that.”

A surplus of $2,000 from the
1982-83 budget will greatly aid
WRBC in purchasing an audio
processor and stereo frequency
monitor. Both are necessary to
transform the station to stereo.

Other goals are to improve
remote-live broadcasting equip¬
ment, purchase new microphones,
and complete several other small
scale technical improvements.

Pierce feels that not only will the
sound quality be enriched, but the
conversion will heighten listener
response and nudge the station
closer to an actual radio-training
facility.

The WRBC Board of Directors is
unanimously in favor of going
stereo. “It would make us a better
facility, and it is easy to install,”
Pierce explained. “It’s as inexpen¬
sive as it can get; it’ll only get more
expensive if we wait.”
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Dave O’Clair
Paul O’Clair
AROUND THE WORLD:
rFall 1983 (Sept. 14-Dec. 23)
’ Seattle • Kobe, Japan • Pusan, Korea
• Keelung, Taiwan • Hong Kong •
Jakarta, Indonesia • Colombo, Sri Lanka
• Bombay, India • Haifa, Israel or Istanbul,
Turkey • Alexandria, Egypt • Piraeus, Greece
• Cadi/., Spain • Ft. Lauderdale, Florida
Sponsored by the University of Pittsburgh, Semester at Sea offers students a superior
full semester academic program and supporting field experiences. This one semester
experience is available to qualified students from all accredited colleges and univer¬
sities.
More than 60 voyage related university coursest Faculty drawn from the University of
Pittsburgh and other leading universities, augmented by visiting area experts.
Optional tours, including special tours into the People's Republic of China, available.
Semester at Sea admits students without regard to color, race or creed. The S.S.
Universe is fully air-conditioned, 18,000 tons, registered in Liberia and built in
America.
For a free color brochure, write: Semester at Sea, UCIS, University of Pittsburgh, Forbes
Quadrangle, Pittsburgh, PA 15260, or call toll free (800) 854-0195 (in California call
(714) 771-6590).

Italian, French & American
Ihis restaurant is just a little a ,
bit different. Ihere is
something new every day.
Lisbon, Maine

353-4335
353-4336
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Editorial
wz7/ They Ever Learn?
The Chase Hall Committee took its one
chance to bring itself out from under the rub¬
ble of fierce complaints and tossed it right out
the window.
The decision to renege on a deal to bring
NRBQ to Bates during Short Term is certainly
reprehensible. The idea to bring a name band
was possibly the best move CHC could have
made.

Bates students want something new. NRBQ
was something new.
The typical Chase Hall party, which week¬
end after weekend presents an alcoholic freefor-all for $4, is simply boring. Any event that
is offered over and over again because it was
successful once is bound to lose its appeal.

But returning to the cancellation of NRBQ,
CHC cited money as a major problem without
But NRBQ will not be coming. No, a host of even considering the possibility of co¬
“new” events are planned—Gordie Milne, sponsorship with other groups. There is no
Skyhigh, sundae-eating contests, beer- question that that lack of consideration is a
severe blow to the credibility of CHC as the
chugging contests and champagne jams.
provider of campus entertainment.
We can’t wait!
It’s a shame that an organization that gets
If CHC is going to continue providing what
$22,000 can’t come up with any better. Gordie
Milne arid Skyhigh are good, but aren’t three the campus does not want, and continues to
appearences in the last year-and-a-half deny what people want to see, then there is
only one solution. And that solution lies in the
enough?
hands of the Representative Assembly’s
Through lack of attendance at many CHC Budget Committee.
events, one would think the message is clear:
—Jeff Roy

Make Reading Week a Real Reading Week
It’s time to break the facade.
Bates College does not have a reading week.
The college should not persist in partitioning
the last week of the semester into “reading
week” unless it is serious about actually utiliz¬
ing the concept.

The semester is just too short, they say. We
aren’t disagreeing with them; it is difficult to fit
a wealth of knowledge on any subject into one
semester. Another week of classes can always
be lectured. There is always something more
to learn and digest.

We probably should define the term “read¬
ing week,” since most of the students at this
college have never experienced it. The reading
week is a time for students to catch up on
studying that was postponed during the semes¬
ter. Perhaps three term papers coincided two
weeks before finals, or a thousand pages a
week just got to be too much.
Sound familiar?

The administration should take a definite
stand on this issue. Either hold professors to
the current, semester, and give ..hr stud jt?
their reading week, or abolish the week alto¬
gether and dispense with the idealistic lie.
Alternatively, the semester could be length¬
ened by a week to accomodate a rigidly sched¬
uled semester, including a reading week.

It would be nice to have a cushion to help
the student out of these situations that rise to a
crescendo at the end of each semester. Unfor¬
tunately, the cushion is used year after year by
professors that have fallen behind themselves.

Under the current system, professors will
always use the reading week to do some catch¬
ing up of their own. If the administration is
truly interested in helping the student body, let
them take a serious step toward that goal.
-Jon Hall

After having been at this garden
spot of eastern seaboard colleges for
nighi on four years now, I've come
to see a great dichotomy between
what is and what ought to be,
between the real and the ideal. A few
examples of things we’d like ta see:
Responsible conservatives having
the courage (or is it the interest?) to
tell the rednecks to shut up.
Far left bourgeoisie who don’t cri¬
ticize students in debt for being too
rich.

Scott A. Damon
More than one typewriter in the
newsroom.
In academics, the valuing of a job
well done at least half as much as
that of a job done on time in a poor
manner.
Budgeting by fairness, not by
favoritism.
Reasonable punishments for stu¬
dent conduct infractions.
Professors who don’t read poetry
line by line to classes (when not
defining Easter) but who, rather,
place some value on the students’
intellectual abilities.
Nightlife in Lewiston beyond
polyester and/or alcohol.
A Bates party without alcohol as
its major attraction.
Decent weather.
A new carpet in the Chase Hall
gallery.
Feminists who recognize the dif¬
ference between being bored with
Mary Daly and being sexist.
Sports columnists who recognize
that this is an academic institution
and that spending money on new
library acquisitions should come
before basketball hoops.

An honor code that takes less
than four hours to read.
A senior contributing editor who
doesn’t drink too much.
Holidays.
Commons
vegetables warm
enough to melt butter.
Commons potatoes that do not
turn out to be rotted when cut into.
Someone get a job with a humani¬
ties degree. Like me.
A quiet dormitory.
A senior columnist with a good
column idea.
Scott A. Damon is a contributing
editor of the Student.

Commons
After Dark
For a long time now I’ve been
dreaming of a great independent
short-term project: the redecoration
of Commons. I’d put up some cur¬
tains, maybe paint some murals on
the walls, and possibly even place a
few exotic plants in the duller
corners.

Jenny Levison
I’d love to build a small private
hut around the two-person table in
the newer, smaller room; it would
make for an intimate, cafe-like set¬
ting for the lucky couple who fought
viciously enough to nab it.
And how about colored plates—
white is too boring.
Let’s face it, Commons looks too
sanitary.
So these plans go through my
head, moving from a delicate, subtle
change to a more grandiose plan,
(Continued on Page 17)
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Campus Lacks Sense of Humor
Lately the Bates campus has been
suffering from a plague of sorts. The
disease is called loss of sense of
humor syndrome (LSHS for short).
The disease is so widespread that
laughing has become a phenomena
known to only a few of the most
resistant Bates students.

troversy but are now unable to step
back and laugh at themselves every
once and a while.
The final stage of the disease usu¬
ally results in either of two things
... apathy or insanity. By the time
this is published it is estimated by the
health center that 95.85% of all
Bates students will have reached the
final stage of the disease. When a
The disease begins when one gets student reaches the final stage of the
upset at the things that don’t matter. disease it is almost impossible for
Usually this emotion is supressed them to regain their sense of humor.
Fortunately though there has a
rather than expressed in a way that
been a student that has taken on the
would aleviate the problem.
Students suffering in this way usu¬ task of trying to save himself and
ally get upset at the latest news from others. 1 am referring to the man
“that organization that no one wants behind the valiant literary attempt
... Mr. Lipsett.
to talk about.”
For almost a full half page his
The second stage of the disease is
when the student loses not only basic thesis seems to be that all of the
his/her ability to laugh at the latest world’s problems are caused by a
quasi-world-shattering campus con¬ silly little hormone secreted by the

James Gleason

male body.
This claim (besides being a com¬
plete lie) is absolutely hysterical.
Unfortunately Mr. Lipsett is suffer¬
ing from the initial causes of the dis¬
ease, taking anything too seriously.
No, I do not suggest that nuclear
weapons and sexism are funny nor
are they to be laughed at. However,
the manner that Mr. Lipsett uses in
combining them is certainly a val¬
iant attempt to cure himself and
others.
As a friend of mine told me as she
leaned across the table in Commons
to tell me she had mono and hepati¬
tis, “We have to keep our sense of
humor.” 1 did and I do.
So this week as you wade through
the latest campus news laugh, enjoy
and remember it only gets funnier.

THE ONLY WAY THIRD WORLD
nations CM WEATHER
THEIR CURRENT DEBT

IS BY CUTTING- OPE
IMPORTS AND INCREtelNO
EXPORTS

XMMUOML

MOMEHKT1FLM1D
HOW CM

IT's not our role to
MAKE SPECIFIC POLICY
RECOMMENDATIONS

Countries
INCREASE

James Gleason is a Student
columnist.

Making Changes in the Place Students Eat
(Continued from Page 16)
and I realize, hey! Why stop with the
windows and walls? Let’s make
some changes in the real atmosphere!
Bag the international and candle¬
light dinners... let’s see some good
burlesque in a smokey, dimly-lit
room.
I bet that opening night, you’d
leave Commons feeling satisfied for
the first time in a long while.
And who ever eats that green
jello, anyhow? Let’s put it to a good
use—jello wrestling! People are
always complaining that there aren’t

enough on-campus jobs; Bates
would be employing a slewxrf new
workers.
Just think...this could put an
end to people’s complaints about
Commons. Instead of wishing they
were at Graziano’s or Friendly’s,
Batesies would be thrilled at the idea
of sticking around Commons.
Of course I do see a few draw¬
backs to my plan, but they don’t
hold a candle to the benefits. The
new image upstairs might draw
some of the Den rats away from
their shelter and into the outside

world, but I’m willing to bet that
Bates financial administration
would be willing to sacrifice a little
added income for a chance at rend¬
ering the student body more diverse.
Also, the radical changes could
stir up some serious commotion; I
can see the Globe headlines now:
Bates College Corruption
Spreads to Food Service, or
Bates College: Striptease on Rye.
But think about all the fun we
could have in the process. And I’d be
getting a short term credit. I wonder
in which department?

Dramatizing CHC Efforts to
Keep NRBQ A way from Bates
To the Editor:
Act I
Short term is a special time, a time
when school is still in session, yet
everything is a little different.
Accordingly, different social activi¬
ties abound.
CHC, as the student body’s offi¬
cial “social director,"is in charge of
planning the many social events
Bates students participate in. As a
representative committee, its duties
are to reflect students’ interests and
plan activities .the Bates community
will enjoy.
Recently, a CA representative
and a CHC representative proposed
a quad party scheduled for May 7,
the first weekend of short term that
was to be an all-day affair: bands,
barbeques, kegs and all-around fun.
To culminate this event, it pro¬
posed inviting a band to play in the
gym that evening, an event open not
only to the immediate Bates commu¬
nity, but hopefully attended by
nearby schools as well.
The band CA lined up was
NRBQ, a rock/jazz band well
known by New England for its origi¬
nal, boppy music, always aiming to
please with its range of diversity in
its songs. N R BQ agreed to play for a
mere $5,000.
CA was to bear the brunt of the
costs for this quad party, yet asked
CHC, as the major party-giving
Bates organization, to contribute
some of its nearly $22,000 received
from last year’s budget.
When CA initially proposed the
quad party, as well as NRBQ, CHC
enthusiastically agreed to support
the event. However, when the event
was put to a final vote before CHC
last Thursday night (March 24),
CHC voted down the proposal.
Let me take you now to a discus¬
sion between CHC members (sans
the CA members) as to what their

decision would be...
—So guys, what do you think?
—Well, 1 don’t know. It costs a lot
of money...
—Yeah, plus who’s ever heard of
NRBQ? Probably some boho band
from New York or something.
—Wait a minute, Big Guy, I once
knew somebody that was a boho—
she lived in my dorm or something.
—Whatever. Let’s get back to the
point, guys. So what do you say?
—Why don’t we get somebody
from Massachusetts that everybody
knows.
—Yeah, like Livingston Taylor!
Or maybe Southside Johnny—
yeah! Bowdoin got them—that was
awesome. “We’re having a party
Dig it.
—I say we stick with the Stompers
or Skyhigh. We get them every year,
sometimes twice a year, and we
always have fun, right guys?

—(in unison) YEAH!
—Who wants to change? What’s
this diversity crap anyway?
—Hey, I’ve been thinking. If we
get a band to play that night, that
means that all those jerks from other
schools will come. Who wants them?
This is our party, our school. Maybe
we should bag the whole idea.
—Yeah, especially considering
the money...
It’ll probably rain that day
anyway...
—Well, what kind of alternative
should we have? 1 mean, we’ve got to
plan something for short term.
(members scratch their heads—
Hm. (silence for 15 minutes)
—Well, uh, remember that
“Champagne Jam” we had last year?
That was fun, right guys?
—(in unison) YEAH!
Let’s do that again! We could
(Continued on Page 18)

Quality of Columns Lew
To the editor:
I am aghast at the quality of
columns I am reading in the Bates
Forum tonight, particularly the
“articles” written by Brian McGrory
and Blair Hundertmark.
First of all, it seems that Mr.
McGrory (as a seemingly intelligent
being) could find some problf m of
the Bates community more fitting to
address his three columns to than
the ominous “drippy Root Beer
dispensed” in commons.
Why not use your “talent” for a
more constructive problem—or
take your “humorous story” out of
the editorial page. The two comics
are enough jest for one week.
But this is not the only atrocity I
am reading tonight—Blair Hundert¬
mark is still alive! Satire is not what
Mr. Hundertmark writes; he writes
trash! “Just Sitting and Wondering”
le'aves me wondering how much

Blair’s father contributes to the Stu¬
dent in order to have his son’s article
published weekly.
I urge the editor to substitute
something more intelligent, creative,
and beneficial to the community
than Mr. Hundertmark’s absurd
thoughts on life. Perhaps a cross¬
word puzzle?
I have one more point to make
before closing, addressed to Jenny
Levison. People have a right to be
depressed. Periods of gloom put the
value in a sunny day. What would
happiness be without something to
compare it to?
People don’t like the rain because
it gets you wet, it is cold, and gener¬
ally tends to promote sickness. It’s
an age old problem Jenny, rain is a
bitch for most people, and they have
the right to be glum when they are
dripping wet and sneezing.
Clifford A. Evans ’85

Just Sitting and Wondering
Blair Hundertmark
Across
I. Common’s cube steak, ,or a common
bedroom article
20. abbr. for darting protruberances
3. unique spellng for Bates cud chewer
40. abbr. for the Really Holy Underwear
Organization
5. ‘Hey man, like where’s it_’
6. Bates has many of these in all types;
intellectuals, rebels...
7. Mine and your favorite place for a sit-in
8. abbr. for the Pregnant Gnome
Nationalists
9. Bates also has a multitude of these they’re found usually in the letter-to-theeditor section
10.6 a fanciful flavor of ice cream that
drives the women'WILD (Nabisco too)
II. People who have spongy backbones
12. food substitute commonly found in
cans (what’s for dinner when mom is out of
town and no one else can cook)
13.5 abbr. for the universal expression
that gets quickly to the point
14. the consonants of a word which pain¬
fully aids in the passage of waste
15. name of a family that’s just all around
wholesome
16. Cousin’s name on the Adams Family
17. abbr. for ZFI
18. where most Batesie partiers have to go
after a' Chase party, abbr.
19.1 abbr. for two words synonomous
with purple nurples
20. ‘We are but a_on the face of
humanity.’
21. 'W_rocks Central Maine!’

22.
23.
24.
25.

Stop that you animal...
Today’s favorite social disease
abbr. of Harpsichord Soufflet
to venture into taking a leak

Down
1. abbr. for where we are
2. American Kennel Association, abbr.
3.7 Fantasy Island character with small
legs, arms, fingers...
4. streetwalker, or something Santa
would say
10. where not to eat on a Saturday night
20. ‘This-’s for you (with a p)
30. _toot
40. ‘Get your _ out of there’
(spelled backwards added with an o)
50. abbr. for Humans Under A Nice
Thick Mattress
60. these boys may be much skinnier
during short term
70. to ride the porcelain bus
80.7 female rugs
81. opposite of incredibly filthy, disgust¬
ingly dirty, and on the verge of being
condemned
82. ‘Put a- up my bleep ’til it
makes me scream’
13.5 the enforcers (slang)
15. to remove a chunk of tender flesh
83. scrambled up letters of‘Yes, I’ll have
another cup of tea’ (command form)
16. just a common case of jock17.3 abbr. for Frolicing Italian Venetians
Ensemble
21. Bowl Design Sculptors, abbr
84. what ET did when he went to the
bathroom
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Commons Workers do more than Just Change tike Ketchup
To the Editor:
Much to the astonishment and
dismay of many (all?) of the student
Commons workers, some students
apparently went to Mr. Canedy (the
head of Commons) to complain
about us. The gist of their complaint
was that we just sit around doing
nothing, especially at breakfast
when we spend much time sitting at
a table doing schoolwork.
This complaint was partially
responsible for Mr. Canedy’s new
rule that student workers cannot
leave the dishroom at all during any
meal, and cannot sit down while
doing other jobs. Now, even if I were
to agree (which I don’t) that Com¬
mons jobs are too easy, or that we
don’t work hard enough, this new
rule wouldn’t change that fact.
When we are sitting at the table
reading, this is because there are no
dishes to be washed, not because we
are being lazy. Why not take advan¬
tage of any free time we might have
and get some schoolwork done (we
are all told that our academics come
before everything, including our oncampus job)?
Also, there is no job in Commons
which can be shirked because of our
“laziness.” Every dish is washed at
every meal, there is no way to get
around it, even if we wanted to.
Granted, breakfasts are probably an
easier meal, but working this meal
also means arriving at Commons at
6:30 in the morning.
They cannot hire fewer student
workers in the morning, because
when there is a rush before a class,
they need us all. And we make up for
the time we do our schoolwork by
sometimes washing up to a plate in
two seconds (yes, I’ve counted)
during a rush.

So, just as some library jobs don’t
require full-time attention by the stu¬
dent worker, and enable him/her to
do schoolwork, we figure we should
be able to do some of Ours, without
getting dishwater and the smell of
food all over our books.
These students who apparently
don’t think we work very hard,
obviously have never worked even
one meal in the dishroom—or in
Commons, for that matter. I suggest
that these students take over a
worker’s weekend crew, which we
have once a month.
This consists of arriving in Com¬
mons at 8 a.m. Saturday morning to
work breakfast, getting out at 9:30
or 10:00 only to come back at 11
a.m. to work lunch and after getting
out at 1-1:30 (assuming that the peo¬
ple who come banging at the door
up to 2 p.m. aren’t let in, if they are,
we stay later), we come back at 4:30
to work dinner.
Then we are scheduled to arrive
back in Commons at 10:00 a.m.
Sunday for brunch, getting out at
12:30-1, and come back for dinner at
4:30. Most people end up just sleep¬
ing between the meals; we don’t have
much energy for studying, or for
anything else.
Or, if this sounds like too much
for those students who complained,
maybe they would like to work a
Sunday brunch or dinner, or even an
“easy” breakfast.
I don’t even understand why these
students went to Mr. Canedy. I can
only think of two possible reasons:
the first being that they have some
sort of grudge against or bad feelings
towards Commons workers. But I
can’t think of any justification they
might have.
However, I can think of reasons

why student workers might have
bad feelings toward the other stu¬
dents who eat in Commons. For
example, during one especially bad
Saturday lunch at the outside win¬
dow (making “happy trays”), I
counted only three happy trays; the
rest ranged from worried to suicidal.
Every Sunday and Wednesday, the
same people ask for their favorite ice
cream, despite the fact that we insist
that we have no control over the
flavors.
I’ve been yelled at by someone
who found a hair in his food; I’ve
gotten lewd and/or rude comments
as I wash tables. We often have to
bring trays to the conveyor belt
because some people are too lazy.
We have to clean up after people’s
pretty corned beef sandwich sculp¬
tures and creative bowls glued
together with dried cheese sauce; we
unstuff the food that is stuffed into
glasses.
We clean up the modem art of ice
cream painted all over the tables,
and retrieve the oranges put in the
soup. We must sweep up the
applauded dropped glass, and listen
to your complaints about the food
rationing, over which we have no
control.
The only other possible reason I
can think of for why these students
complained, is that they are worried
about wasting their tax money and
tuition money that goes toward pay¬
ing us. As already stated, not only do
we fulfill all of our obligations as
workers, but we work harder than
these students seem to believe.
Further, if these students are that
concerned about wasting money,
there are more effective and impor¬
tant ways this can be done right in
Commons. First, if people made

Honor Code adds to Bates Mise en Scene
To the Editor:
I have read the first installment of
the proposed Bates Honor Code
with interest. While an undergradu¬
ate at the University of Virginia, I
lived within one of the most honored
and successful codes in the nation.
So I can make a few observations
which may be valuable as the Bates
community mulls over the idea of
codifying honor.
I can tell you without any hesita¬
tion that the incidence of cheating,
lying, robbing and stealing was very

low on the Charlottesville campus. I
could and often did forget an
umbrella outside a classroom and
returned weeks later to find it still
there.
Professors left the examination
rooms without fear of any cheating.
It would seem that we led virtuous
lives. But really what we were doing
was avoiding vice at all costs.
It seems a bit ironic that during
the very year in which faculty
members, myself included, have
been pouring forth on the values of

A Terrible One- Act Play

(Continued from Page 17)

have two or three of them, just like
last year, only better!
1 agree. Let’s stick with some¬
thing safe, something that isn’t a
pain in the ass.
Yeah, we’ll make up some
pseudo-disco party tapes that we all
love. If they’re good, we can use
them for Sadie next year!
YAY, SADIE! I can’t wait!
Me neither! I always have so
much fun that night—hearing girls
talk dirty, getting wasted out of my
mind, a shot at the pig pot!
1 got it last year - almost 25
bucks!
OK. So it’s settled. No quad
party, no boho band, no nothing.
Let’s do it like we always do. right
guys?
— (in unison) YEAH!
Call in the CA rep and give him
the big veto! Anyone up for hittinga
few balls in the cage?
End.
Critic's Review. This play is
awful. The characters are drab, one

not differing a single jot from
another.
They are depicted as spineless,
unwilling to grow, change, or try
anything the least different. The play
hardly succeeds as a realistic depic¬
tion of an organization at Bates with
its flat characters and moronic
conversation.
It was stated that this organiza¬
tion was to serve the interests of the
student body, but did it, in fact, pose
the question of a quad party to the
Bates community?
Did it question whether this quad
party could add to the diversity of
interests Bates so proudly espouses?
With flat-out denial of such issues,
this organization can hardly be
believed as real.
On my scale of 1 to 10, 1 give
Misrepresentation and Self-serving
Interests a 0.

virtue every Wednesday morning at
8 a.m. that the notion of an honor
code should arise.
If no other conclusion may be
derived from these convocations it is
that virtue (or honor) is not some¬
thing one ends up with after success¬
fully avoiding vice (or dishonor) in
one’s own behavior and punishing
vice (or dishonor) in others.
Rather virtue is something which
must be pursued for the benefits it
brings in itself. An honor code does
not recognize this proposition.
Instead it creates a community of
informers who delude themselves
into believing that they are behaving
virtuously within an honorable
community.
Look at the proposal: It begins
with a lovely statement, “Personal
integrity and trust are fundamental
to higher learning." Note the word
“Trust."
Then it says, “Therefore students
wishing to eitrolf at Bates MUST
agree to uphold...” various rules
and regulations. Trust is not manif¬
ested in articles, infractions and
sanctions.
If trust were indeed the fundmental basis of higher learning then we
would “trust” rather than insist
everyone “must.”
The 1982-83 year has been quite
interesting in the issues engaging the
campus: virtue in the chapel, sexual
preference in the O.C.C., gender and
sex in the Goldston, and now honor.
One wonders what Pierre Corneille
or Calderon (or better yet Cervantes
or Moliere) could do with such a

Sue LaLumia ’83
P.S. Any resemblance of charac¬ mise en scene.
Paul Kuritz
ters to characters at Bates is entirely
Theater and Rhetoric
fictional and unintended (!)

“happy trays” and were willing to
stand in line with their trays for two
minutes, the job of outside window
could probably be eliminated. That
is seven hours a day at $3.50 an
hour, that would not have to be
paid.
Also, if people didn’t leave glasses,
plates, and their entire trays at their
tables for us to clean up, washing the
tables would not take as long. Any
unnecessary work students make for
us is money that could be saved.
And most importantly, if people
didn’t waste food like they do, thou¬
sands of dollars a year could be
saved. We all understand that if
something is rotten, or isn’t cooked
that people aren’t going to eat it—or
if someone tries a new dish that
she/he finds absolutely inedible.
But most of the food waste here is
unwarranted. Many people take
salad out of habit, and then decide

they don’t want it. Or they take a
main dish, only to decide that they
want salad. Or they take every kind
of donut, and wait until they sit at
their table to decide which kind they
want to eat.
I can’t even begin to count how
many trays there are each morning
with whole, untouched donuts and
bagels, and full glasses of orange
juice that come into the dishroom. If
anyone is worried about saving
money in Commons, worry about
wasted food; it’s money going right
down the disposal.
I therefore urge these “concerned”
students who went to Mr. Canedy to
direct their energy on these more
important issues. And I ask anyone
who disagrees with Mr. Canady’s
decision to keep us in the dishroom,
and to keep us from sitting down at
meals to let their voices be heard.
Janet Swingle ’85

NRBQ won't Come to Bates.
CHC at Fault
To the editor:
1 would like to bring to the public
attention the issue concerning the
appearence of NRBQ at Bates. Orig¬
inally the Chase Hall Committee
(CHC) and Campus Association
(CA) intended to work together in
an attempt to bring NRBQ here as
part of a “Quad Party” (during
Short Term).
The CHC had committed $3,500
to the effort and CA had proposed
spending $3,000. The initial cost
projections for the band were
$3,500, but the final costs, including
all extras, ballooned to $6,200.
CA had planned on spending its
money on the party aspects, but was
very flexible in its approach. How¬
ever, CHC determined, at a special
meeting on March 24. that it would
not spend its money on NRBQ.
As the CA representative on this
prospect 1 may not understand how
CHC works. When the committee
voted to appropriate $3,500, I
thought that
money would be
used for that purpose. Unfortu¬
nately, I misunderstood the work¬
ings of CHC.
I didn’t anticipate that group tak¬
ing money back that the entire
organization had already passed.
Usually, when an event becomes
expensive, an organization will
apply for co-sponsorships before
bailing out.
Unfortunately, CHC looked to no
one for help. 1 can’t help but feel that
this was just a way out for CHC.
1 was at the meeting where the

proposal, “Never to have NRBQ
here...,” was passed and the senti¬
ment was definitely fear. On one
hand, CHC was afraid that a Short
Term concert would involve a great
many off-campus people, and this
poses a security problem.
Also, CHC was afraid that it
would not have enough money left
to do its normal events—
Champagne Jam, etc. I think that it
is just this fear which creates the
social stagnation about which this
campus is constantly complaining.
Of course CHC is taking a chance
on such an event, but it is just such a
chance that leads to the diversity
that this campus strives for. Of
course it takes a great deal of work
to pull off an N R BQ concert, but the
enthusiasm on campus leads me to
believe that people would be willing
to work.
Unfortunately, though, the deci¬
sion has been made. NRBQ will not
be at Bates this year. I just wanted to
make sure that the campus knows
what the story was about this issue.
Realize that C H C hopes to use the
new found money in such timetested activities like “sundae-eating
contests” and "Champagne Jams.”
CA will be trying to bring some
exciting outside entertainment to
campus, regardless of CHC involve¬
ment. However, I hope everyone
remembers when they’re attending
their fourth consecutive “beer chug¬
ging contest,” that we had a chance
to create something new, but we
bagged it for the same old thing.
Pat Donnelly ’84

Nurses Need Recognition
To the editor:
Here in the nursing section of the
female ghetto there is a feeling of
unrest. The handmaidens in white
are getting tired of low salaries, poor
hours, and lack of respect for the
profession of nursing.
Contrary to popular bumper
stickers, nurses do not “call all the
shots.” The Maine State Nurse’s
Association represented 400 regis¬
tered nurses at the Eastern Maine
Medical Center.
After a seven year struggle the
nurses achieved the first contract
ever negotiated in Maine. This con¬
tract allows nursing input into deci¬
sions concerning their lives and
patients lives. Breaking out of the
ghetto will take more contracts.
People seem to think that being a

nurse simply entails being nice and
following doctor’s orders. This
handmaiden, who rarely wears
white, did not spend four years earn¬
ing a Bachelor of Science in Nursing
to learn to be obedient and nice.
Nursing is a profession that
involves dealing with a myriad of
human emotions and conditions. It
w£s probably a nurse who helped
your mother breathe correctly
through transition, the most difficult
stage of labor.
It may have been a doctor who
first slapped you, but it was a nurse
who bathed you, and then taught
your mother how to. If in the
nursery you developed apnea,
breathing difficulties, it was proba¬
bly a nurse, not a doctor, who dis¬
continued on Page 19)
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Editorial Represented Prejudices and Biases of Student Editors
To the Editor:
The editors of
the
Student
have set a rather dangerous prece¬
dent by publishing the editorial in
the March 25, 1983 issue entitled
“Offensive Slander in the Class¬
room.” We take exception to several
of the comments authored by Mr.
McGrory, both in content and in
presentation.
Mr. McGrory identifies and sin¬
gles out Professor Ted Walther as
one instructor at this “prestigious
liberal arts college” whole “risque
humor and classroom affronts” and
“Off-color comments” have “many
implications.” We’re certain Mr.
McGrory, a fellow political science
major, would agree that “off-color
comments” and “outright slander¬
ous” remarks of other professors in
many departments are frequent and
yet contribute to the challenge of a
liberal arts education.
If one upholds the principle of the
College as a place which is an “open
forum, where ideas and beliefs, no

matter how much at variance with
our own, can be freely expressed,”
the “off-color comments” of Bates
instructors in the classroom provide
the same challenge to our own per¬
spectives and prejudices as do news
analyses and editorials of the Stu¬
dent, and the selection of classroom
textbooks and lecture materials.
The right of each student to
express his own political perspec¬
tives orally in the classroom and on
paper in written hour exams is
assured.
Shouldn’t instructors at this “pres¬
tigious liberal arts college” be given
the same opportunity? Or should we
expect the professors at this institu¬
tion to avoid personal comments on
pertinent questions for fear of hav¬
ing such comments subject to disci¬
plinary action or censure from
colleagues? We think not.
Mr. McGrory, we give more
credit to the students of this college
than you. We firmly believe each
member of this community has the

awareness and educational skills to
discern opinions of instructors, of
those of fellow students, from the
relevent factors that are considered
in the classroom.
If students lack this ability, I sin¬
cerely doubt they would be offered
admission to this “prestigious liberal
arts college.”

One must wonder whether the
editors of the Student would take
such exception to comments and
criticisms directed at politicians
from perspectives that differ sub¬
stantially from their own. We, too,
“must sit there and listen to an
instructor try to solicit a laugh with
offensive humor,” opposing beliefs

and ideals which we value.
But we also value such comments
and criticism as a contribution to the
liberal arts education that we sought
when applying to institutions of
higher learning.
Fred Turkington Jr. ’84
Jeff Porter ’85

Outing Club won’t Support GSA
To the Editor:
On Wednesday, March 23, the
Bates Outing Club Council voted on
whether or not to take a stand.on the
issue of banning military recruiters
from this campus. It was decided by
a 17-15-3 vote that the council would
not take a stand on the issue. I am
writing to explain what I feel this
vote does and does not reflect.
It reflects an energy t'o take a
stand on the issue in a more effective
manner. It does not reflect apathy.
It reflects a concern that the
Council must act responsibly as a
somewhat influential campus organ¬
ization. It does not reflect a reserva¬
tion to act.
It reflects careful consideration of
this important issue by council
members. It does not reflect an
ignorance or refusal to realize that
each of us must consider and take a
stand on this issue.
This is just the point. Each of us
must consider and take a stand on
the issue as it affects us all.
Group support of this issue is very
important, I agree. It should be from
a group that is bound together
because of its members’ shared
beliefs and “stand” on this issue,

however, not from a group that is
bound together by a different set of
principles.
The purpose of the Outing Club
Council is to provide the Bates com¬
munity with the opportunity to gain
a greater appreciation of our natural
environment. The members of the
BOC Council are, for the most part,
dedicated to this purpose.
Many are also dedicated to taking
a stand on this issue, but as (simply
enough) members of a group that is
dedicated to taking a stand on this
issue. This sort of group eliminates
the problems of misrepresented
minorities and unfirm stands. The
Council’s vote reflects its feeling that
this issue is important enough that
we should not ignore the possibility
of these problems.
I quote Professor Bob Thomas (a
BOC faculty advisor) as to his opin¬
ion that “The Outing Club Council
is not the appropriate forum for this
kind of issue (and I expect Wednes¬
day’s majority vote reflected this
view).... It seems to me that there
are other more appropriate forums
where the divergent views of individ¬
ual Outing Club members on the
military recruitment policy can best
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be expressed. Our Wednesday vote
should not be construed as an
attempt to
discourage such
expression.”
I suggest that in this sense the Out¬
ing Club Council did take a stand on
Wednesday night—a very conscien¬
tious one.. I urge other campus
organizations to consider this.
Thanks.
Dean Slocum
Outing Club Council Member

Nurses
(Continued from Page 18)
covered it and took the proper
course of action.
Just as we are born in the presence
of nurses, we are likely to die in their
presence too. Doctors may handout
everyone’s favorite cure, the pres¬
cription drug, but nurses hand out
another kind of cure.
Nurses can teach you how- to
maintain your health, cope with
illness, and help guide you through
life’s difficult stages. Perhaps true
liberation will only come when nurs¬
ing, and other fefnale dominated
professions, are recognized as
legitimate.
—Persis Hope
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Bits of Glass—A Short Story

Andy Blackadar ’84, Mike Kenyon ’84, and John Moshay ’85. Student
photo by Scarpaci.
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(Continued from Page 14)

WRBC and “Magick
Theater” Present Drama
(Continued from Page 8)
who was convicted by a grand jury
in Portland, Maine, as A result of his
continued use of orgon accumula¬
tors. Reich had attempted to explain
that his research with the accumula¬
tors was for the betterment of
society, but the government misun¬
derstood his intentions.
“He tried to communicate his
beliefs,” said Kenyon, “but what he
was saying was not an answer to
their questions. There was essen¬
tially no communication between
them, so he was sent to jail for two
years, charged with comtempt of
court.
“A lot of times people-have good
intentions, but those around them
don’t view the intention as being
helpful or beneficial.”
Members of this new Magick
Theater group include John
Moshay ’85, who provides the voice
of the prosecutor, and Andrew

Blackadar '84 as the defense attor¬
ney. Keynon explained that the play
was taped using WRBC equipment,
and later edited be
Program
Director Larry Beaupre. He added
that although the play will not be
presented live, the recording that lis¬
teners will hear will be “electroni¬
cally straight-forward.” Little doc¬
toring of the voices occurred while
recording or while editing, in order
that “recording purists” would be
satisfied.
The Trial of Prometheus will be
presented at 9:45 pm on Sunday and
at 7:45 pm on the following Wednes¬
day on WRBC.
“As a play, it’s pretty straightfor¬
ward. It’s not obscure,” Kenyon
added. “It will have an effect on its
listener. If it is successful, the listener
will think about communication.
But our primary intention is to pres¬
ent good (aesthetic) radio drama.”

SHARE THE COST
OF LIVING.

■I

GIVE TO THE AMERICAN CANCER SOCIETY.
THIS SPACE CONTRIBUTED AS A PUBLIC SERVICE.

IP;

starting to darken to dusky gray; the win¬
dow case lit up.
Now Arrin made her move. She walked
into the store, not to buy the lavender
sweater—oh no—she’d never buy it—
well, maybe—but just to try it on, just for
a moment!
A saleswoman with spidery false eye¬
lashes approached her. Arrin was bold
now—“I’d like to try on the sweater in the
window display—the lavender one.” The
woman returned shortly with the sweater.

arms. Still it was pretty.
Once in the dressing room Arrin
slipped the sweater quickly over her head)
Oh, but it was itchy! She turned slowly
toward the mirror. Could it be the same
sweater? It looked so different in this light.
What had happened to that softest icelavender? Why it was almost, could it be??
It looked—gray!
Arrin liked the city. She liked variety.
But night had swept in like a vast wave of
gray, which even neon lights could not
penetrate, and Arrin took the subway

Argentina did
WHAT?
World News
Capsules from
UPL

Summer hrs. 3-10 p.m.
Winter hrs. 3-9 p.m.
WOOD-FIRED STOVES

PRIVATE ROOMS

SWIMMING POOL

HOT TUB

Dingley Road Richmond, Me. 04357

Richard Jarvi
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Honor Code Submitted as RA Winds Down 1982-83 Year
by Jamie Merisotis
Saiff Reporter
The Representative Assembly
(RA) tied up some loose ends at its
Monday meeting, as RA business
for the 1982-83 academic year begins
to wind down. The final R A meeting
is scheduled for Monday, April 4.
The most significant business of
the meeting was the official submis¬
sion of an honor code to RA
members by the Honor Code Com¬
mittee. Former RA Vice-President
and committee member Simantha
Costello explained the background
behind the formulation of the
Honor Code.
“The committee was formed to
look into an honor code,” Costello
commented. “We decided that an
honor code could be beneficial to
Bates.”
The Honor Code Committee,
which consists of two freshmen, two

sophomores, and seven seniors,
began working on the proposal in
September. The final product was
completed last month, and appeared
in the March 18 and 25 editions of
the Student.
The committee decided that the
Honor Code should contain both
academic and social provisions,
according to Costello, because “we
felt that one cannot exist without the
other.”
Costello went on to explain that
the committee reviewed honor codes
from approximately 20 other
schools before planning began on
the Honor Code at Bates. Currently,
schools such as Smith College, Trin¬
ity College, Wesleyan University,
and Williams College all have honor
codes, although some are academic,
some social, and a few are both.
Debate and discussion on the
honor code will continue into the fall

semester, with RA acting on the pro¬
posal some time next year.
In other business, Treasurer Jeff
Porter announced some changes the
Extracurricular Activities Commit¬
tee (EAC) suggested relating to the
explanatory notes that accompany
this year’s student activities budget.
The RA approved the budget last
week.
The changes were minor reword¬
ings and clarifications of articles 3,4,
and 5 of the document. All of the

Duarte Company

Staff Reporter
Have you ever had aspirations
concerning a certain career, but
wanted to discover what the career
was “really like” before you commit¬
ted yourself to it?
If so, the Office of Career Coun¬
selling (OCC) would like to recom¬
mend its Career Discovery Intern¬
ship Program (CDIP), “designed to
give Bates students a week-long
glimpse into a particular career
area.”
Over fifty internships are availa¬
ble through the OCC this year and
are offered in law, medicine, social
service, education (both secondary
school and college level), manufac¬
turing, publishing, consulting, fi¬
nance, graphic design and many
other fields.
All of the internships are offered
by alumni ranging from the class of
’42 to the class of ’80 who wish to
host a student at their place of work

during the week of April 25-29. This
is the second week of April recess
and students can apply whether or
not they are staying for short term.
Many of the alumni have indi¬
cated that they would be willing to
also provide room and board for the
student.
Jane Sovem, OCC assistant direc¬
tor, indicated that the internship
program has been extremely suc¬
cessful in the past. In fact, she
related, many of the alumni who are
offering internships, participated in
the program while at Bates and for
that reason are extremely enthusiastic.
Sovem stressed that now, while
students are sifting through their
career options, “is the best time for
this type of exploration.”
While preference in selection is
given to sophomores and juniors,
freshman and seniors are encour¬
aged to also apply for the
internships.
Sophomore Mary Spillman in¬
terned as a freshman with attorney

Resume’s and Thesis

Alumni Office
Announces
Job Opening
The alumni office has announced
an opening for a person to work
with the alumni secretary during
Short Term to prepare for Reunion
Weekend.
The duties include working with
officers of the college to direct and
plan Reunion Weekend. (June 10,
11, and 12).
The term of office runs part-time
during Short Term and full-time
from June 6-12. The salary offered is
$500.
To apply, interested students
should supply a one page statement
of application and interest, and
names of two people in the adminis¬
tration who can evaluate your quali¬
fications for the job. These
applications should be delivered to
the alumni office in Lane Hall by
April 8.

Duarte
Company
for
typesetting of

Gee & Bee Div.

We also provide photocopy ser¬
vice. Copies are 10c apiece. If
three students get together we’ll
provide transportation to and
from Chase Hall._

Max Bell ’51 in Wilmington, Dela¬
ware. Spillman explained that she
was given the opportunity to ob¬
serve how various kinds of law are
practiced since Bell was a member of
a large law office. She noted that
after the week of exposure to the law
practice, “I decided that law was not
the best of things for me.”
Sovem explained that in some
cases the internships can turn into
summer jobs and related one inci¬
dent in which a Bates student was
given preference over other candi¬
dates for a job as editor of a medical
journal, simply because he had
interned with a Bates alumnae at the
journal some years before. Sovem
stressed that “alumni can give a lot
more than money.”
Full listings and descriptions of all
internships offered are available
from resident coordinators, junior
advisors and in the OCC. Applica¬
tions will be available in the OCC
and at the Concierge. The deadline
for applications is March 18.

larly lauded the improved effective¬
ness of several RA committees,
including- the Ad-Hoc Committee
on Lewiston-Bates Relations, the
Food Committee, the Admissions
and Financial Aid Committee, and
the Residential Life Committee.
He commended the RA’s posi¬
tions on college policy—especially
the Solomon Amendment resolutionand called for continued activity of a
similar nature in the future.
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( DIP Internships Available to Students
by Bill Walsh

recommendations were approved by
the RA membership.
Vice-President Charlene Floyd
also submitted the proposed slate
for the Committee on Committees
for next year. The five-member com¬
mittee, which selects students to
serve on student-faculty committees,
was recommended as follows: Mark
Abate, Brian Forbes, Dan McDo¬
nald, Dan Pierce, and Sam Smith.
The committee was unanimously
approved.
President Fred Turkington gave a
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